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FOREWORD

The objective of the research described in this report is to
design and develop an innovation in area training. This innovation
involves a live role-playing situation in which psychologically and
culturally significant interpersonal aspects of the overseas situation
are simulated. The technique confronts the trainee, in the role of
the American advisor, with the consequences of typically unrecog-
nized cultural values and assumptions in an intercultural situation.

This study was undertaken by the Human Resources Research
Office under Work Sub-Unit AREA II, Studies of Simulation Techniques
for Training Military Advisors, which forms part of a larger
research effort, Work Unit AREA, Development of Concepts and
Technique-' for Area Training. The research is being conducted by
HumRRO Division No. 7 (Language and Area Training), Alexandria,
Virginia, with Dr. Arthur J. Hoehn as Director of Research.

Dr. Alfi-ed J. Kraemer was Leader of Work Unit AREA during
the planning and early conceptualization of the study, Dr. Edward C.
Stewart during later conceptualization, development, and evaluation;
and Dr. Robert J. Foster during the period of report preparation.
Research Associates Martin Sternin, John Pryle, and Sheldon Smith
assisted the authors at various stages of th' work. The auxiliaries
(Contrast-Americans) were played by Mr. Joseph C. D'Mello and
Mr. Turget Akter. Mr. D'Mello also contributed to the authors'
understanding of American and non-American values and assump-
tions. Mr. Sternin carried the primary role in developing Test B.
Dr. Stewart, with the assistance cf Dr. Kraemer, developed the basic
concepts of the simulation and the analyses of American and
Contrast-American cultures; Dr. Danielian conceptualized the train-
ing implications of the simulation and devised the strategy for assess-
ment as well as developing the role-playing situations and criterion
tests. Dr. Foster parti'cipated in various stages of planning, and
reorganized and rewrote earlier drafts of the report.

Previous Work Unit AREA publications include Some Resources
for Area Training, HumRRO Technical Report 67-11, by Robert J.
Foster and David T. O'Nan, September 1967; An Analysis of Human
Relations Training and Its Implications for Overseas Performance,
HumRRO Technical Report 66-15, by Robert J. Foster and Jack
Danielian, August 1966; Exanples of Cross-Cultural Problems
Encountered by Americans Working Overseas: An Instructor's Hand-
!book, by Robert J. Foster, May 1965; Cross-Cultural Problems of
U.S. Army Personnel in Laos and Their Implications for Area Train-
ing, Research Memorandum, by Alfred J. Kraemer and Edward C.
Stewart, September 1964 (For Official Use Only); "The Simulation of
Cultural Differences," by Edward C. Stewart. Journal of Communica-
tion, December1966 (issuedas Professional Paper 19-67, April 1967);
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"Live Simulation of Affect-Laden Cultural Cognitions," by Jack

Danielian, Journal of Conflict Resolution. September 1967 (issued

as Professional Paper 49:67, November 1967); "American Advisors

Overseas," by Edward C. Stewart, Military Review, February 1965.

Permission has been obtained for the use of-copyrighted mate-

rial in this report.
HumRRO research for the Department of the Army is conducted

under Contract DAHC 19-69-C-0018; research under Work Unit AREA

is perfornmed under Army Project No. 2J062107A744, Language and

Area Training.

Meredith P. Crawford
Director

Human Resources Research Office
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Problem
Successful performance of overseas missions involves a whole range of individual, unit,

national, and international considerations extending far beyond the purview of the individual
advisor. Nevertheless, the nature of overseas assignments-involving, as the-. often do, continu-
ing contact with indigenous persons whose values and expectations contrast sharply with those
of an American-inevitably intensifies the importance of irdividual-level factors. Among these
are professional knowledge, language ability, interpersonal effectiveness, and c-altural awareness.

Traditionally, training programs for overseas missions have emphasized such desirable
components of individual performance as technical competence, area knowledge, and language
skills. Less emphasized-and often less rvcognized-are the interpersonal and intercultu-al capa-
bilities required for effective interaction with foreign personnel. These capabilities are ge.mane
to a multitude of formal and informal zelationships abroad, although their impact is difficult to
isolate or evaluat.e with any precision.

The purpose of this report is to describe an innovation in area training which was designed
to increase cultural sensitivity and awareness, and thereby increase the behavioral adaptability
and communicative skills of the overseas advisor. The approach derives from the observation
that a basic problem in intercultural interaction is the limitation in perspective imposed by one's
own culture, and the common tendency to feel that one's own values and assumptions are absolute
rather than derived from one's cultural experience.

Approach and Procedure
Experience has indicated that changes in the attitudinal factors that underlie interpersonal

behavior are seldom accomplished by traditional lecture-type training. Consequently it was
desirable to use an approach that would give rise to strong personal involvement by using the
spontaneous behavior of the trainee as the training vehicle or content. To maximize learning,
this is done in the context of additional knowledge, "feedback" about one's behavior, and a sup-
portive training environment. This approach is referred to as experienced-based training, since
learning stems from active participation in a realistic situation, or as cognitive-affective learn-
ing, since the objectives involve learning at both emotional and intellectual levels.

Development of Simulation Exercises
A technique was developed to simulate psychologically and culturaliy significant inter-

personal aspects of the overseas situation in a live role-playing encounter. The steps by which
the simulation was constructed are:

(1) The literature describing American cultural patterns was reviewed and analyzed in
terms of the problems American officials typically encounter overseas. Modal American values
and assumptions were codified along dimensiorns judged relevant to overseas performance accord-
ing to a modification of a schema presented by Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1).

(2) These dimeasions were extended to derive artificial configurations of cultural char-
acteristics that contrast with American ones and that represent mirror images of pertinent aspects
of American culture.

(3) A series of plausible overseas advisory situations ("scenes") were constructed to
elicit spontaneous culturally derived behavior from an American trainee.

(4) Rele-playing auxiliaries were trained to reflect the Contrast-American values and
assumptions. This was done in such a way that in the interaction of an auxiliary with an Ameri-
can trainee there would be an emotionally involving confrontation between the values and assump-
tions expressed by the auxiliary and those of the trainee..

(5) Variations in the role-playing form,7t and other means of increasing learninS value
were explored.

V
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Preliminary Evaluation of Training

A preliminary evaluation was made by means of paper-and-pencil instruments developed to
serve as criteria measures in assessing the training impact of the simulation exercises. The

criteria measures involved both awareness of American culture and awareness of 'foreign' (i.e.,
contrast) culture, thereby achieving the desirable goal of simultaneous testi..g '-- cultural self-
and cultural other-awareness. For both self- and other-awareness, there was a farther breakdown

into the component processes of thought, emotion, and motive.
The tests of self-awareness were administered before and after training to two groups of

business executives who were undergoing training to prepare them for overseas assignments.

Two personality variables were also included to investigate possible individual differences in
performance on the critericn tests.

Results of Preliminary Evaluation
Within the limitations of the experimental design (primarily the absence of a control group

and the need for simultaneous evaluation of criterion musures and training effectiveness),
results of the evaluation suggest that for many trainees the sim ilation exercise was an effective
means of increasing cultural awareness at the emotional as well as the intellk -tual level.

Mote specific findings were as iollows:
(1) Satisfactory reliability for the criterion tests.
(2) As a consequence of training, improvement as measured by three of four experimental

tests of cultural awareness.
(3) Some significant correlations between measures of awareness of Contrast-American

predispositions (other-awareness) and of American predispositions (cultural self-awareness).
(4) Some relations between measures of and increases in cultural awareness, and person-

ality scales measuring orientations tom !d relationships with people.

Conclusions
(1) It is possible to simulate significant psychological and cultural aspects of intercultural

interaction in a role-playing format in a way that yields strong trainee involvement.
(2) Impressionistic and empirical findings suggest that the simulation exercises are an

effective means of bringing about desired changes in cultural perspective at the emotional as well
as the intellectual level. The technique is probably especially effective in confronting the trainee
with, and thus reducing rigidity in, his previously acquired ways of thinking and perceiving.

(3) The simulation exercises are adaptable to a variety of formats, trainee populations, and
training objectives. Usefulness is not dependent on knowledge of the trainees' overseas destina-
tion or particular mission.

(4) The effectiveness of the simulation exercise is probably dependent on:
(a) The effectiveness of the trainer in handling postsimulation interviews and other

methods of intervention and "feedback" to the trainees.
(b) The number of scenes used; different kinds of learning probably emerge as the

amount of training increases.
(c) The extent and skill with which exercises are integrated into overall training.
(d) Individual characteristics, including previous training experience, experiences in

another culture, and personality characteristics not yet clearly identified.
(5) Utilization in live form, although probably most effective, requires skills in trainers and

auxiliaries that are difficult and expensive to obtain. It may b. possible to "package' the simu-
lation exercises on film or other media for greater cost effectiveness.

(6) The criteria developed to measure the effectiveness of the simulation exercises seem
promising and merit further exploration.
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INTRODUCTION

OVERSEAS PROBLEM

One of the realities of the 1960s is the growing number of military person-
nel being sent as members of advisory and assistance teams to countries where
they come into close, continuing contact with indigenous persons whose culture
and psychology differ markedly from oir own. The nature of these interactions
is inevitably delicate and complex. Misunderstandings and "incidents" can
easily assume an overwhelming importance, jeopardizing major investments of
effort and funds. The risks of both tangible and intangible losses are great.

What aspects of these overseas assignments contribute to such high possi-
ble risks in performance? What are the key qualities required for overseas
success? Whether they are referred to as trainers, technical experts, or (a
more general term as used in this report) advisors, the job element that most
overseas personnel have in common is this: they must attempt to introduce o,"
inculcate ideas, practices and habits in individuals whose culturt is different
from their own.

The critical significance of cultural differences--especially those subtly
represented in deep-seated thought patterns and feelings-has been noted by
scholars and by operational personnel overseas, though not in any systematic
way. Members of all cultures tend to regard their own ways in interpreting the
woild as natural and morally right; much of what one thinks and feels is usually
regarced unquestioningly as an aspect of the world itself and not a perception of
it. It is not surprising, then, that misunderstanding and miscommunication fre-
quently occur between the American advisor ,nd the indigenous personnel. This
is true despite the many common goals and even the common characteristics
they may share.

Inevitably, the advisor operates in an ambiguous environment, deprived of
the organizational structure with which he is familiar and the innumerable cul-
tural cues of his own country. He is frequently placed in an ill-defined and
extramilitary role, such as that of change agent, for which he is likely to have
had little formal training or experience. To a much larger degree than he has
experienced in his accustomed structured organizational setting, the American
advisor is thrown on his own resources to adjust to each situation as it arises
in his day-to-day efforts.

Mission success cannot be assured, even if every advisor in the field meets
exacting standards of ind-,idual performance. Success overseas will also
depend upon matters outside the purview of the indi--idual advisor; for example.
advisory and mili.ary assistance objectives must be defined realistically, a
workable minimum of organizational structure must be provided, and effective
judgment must be practiced in selection and assignment. Obviously. indigenous
or international politics may affect, or even determine, the success of overseas
assignments of Americans. Nevertheless, the nature of such assignments heavily
ueights the importance of individual-level variables such as professional knowl-
edge, interpersoval effectiveness, and cross-cultural knowledge and awareness.
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What can training contribute to individual performance in an alien cultural
setting? Technical competence, ayea knowledge, and language skills have all
been identified at one time or anoher as pressing needs, and are probably ade-
quately stressed in current training problems. Less often emphasized, however,
are the interpersonal and intercultural skills required for effective communication.

RESEARCH PROBLEM

There are a number of training approaches that might be considered for use
in efforts to increase intercultural effectiveness. However, if we accept the prop-
osition that many intercultural problems stem from unrecognized assumptions
and values (ways of perceiving, thinking, and feeling), then success in trainir.g
seems unlikely from training approaches that emphasize either (a) the passive
acquisition of information, such as traditional classroom lectures or (b) specific
"dos and don'ts" of behavior, alone. It will take a more affective involvement to
bring about personal changes of the type needed. The way one perceives, and
thinks and feels about many aspects of the world is emotionally chargod and lies
largely outside immediate awareness. One seldom stops to think that his solu-
tion to a problem, his moral judgments, or hie spontaneous response to an event
may be determined by his own cultural conditioning and may not be universally
shared or necessarily the "best".

It seems reasonable to assume that, to be effective, a training program must
be directed toward cognitive-affective' restructuring that wil! expand the train-

ee's perspective and take into account emoiim.al aspects of the learning process.
Such a program anticipates the trainee's resistance to change (i.e.. the difficulty
of unlearning modes of perceiving and behaving that interfere with his perform-
ing effectively), as well as the need for support in developing new perspectives
and modes of beL, avior. This kind of cognitive restructuring cannot easily be
accomplished by following traditional classroom learning techniques, since
acquiring knowledge about culture and humm' interaction is not the same as
increasing a man's ability, to interact effectively with people of another culture.

The training approach that is being suggested--training aimed at effecting
changes in the way one interprets his experience--can be termed the "cognitive
affective approach." The goa•s of such training vary somewhat, depending on
the focus desired by the trainer, but d•mensions such as cultural self-awareness,
flexibility in seeking alternative solutions, deliberation in forming judgments, a
lessening in ethnocentrism, and expanded awareness are likely candidates.
Achieving such goals in¢olves learning about the d)•amica of intercuitural phe-
nomena generally, and learning that things one normally assumes (because of
one's prior cultural experience) ?o be absolute are in fact relative.

While the ultimate desired product of such training is, of course, effective
behavior, there is no attempt to teach solutions directly or to provide models
for behavior. The purpose is to deal with the cognitive-effective components
that underlie behavior, recognizing that incr• ased understanding and awareness
provide the trainee w•th gl eater capability and flexibility in meeting the inter-
cultural situation effectively. The rationale of tMs approach to learning, and how
the simulation of an intercultural encounter lends itself to this approach, are
described more fully in Part L

•"Cogniti•e." as used in this report, refers to the inte•ating, organizing:, meaning-gi\ing aspects o[
the thinking process. \nv concepi has a cogniti\e component, and. to •a,-xing degrees, an emotional
laffecti\e) componenL
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The objective of the research was to develop a series of traim.ng exercises
which would achieve the type of learning that has been described. Unlike many
other cognitive-affective training exercises, th.ese require a carefully delimited
content of underlying cognitive dimensions-the assumptions atid values of per-
sons from the appropriate cultures. The analysis that provides training content
also provides a basis for stating the goals of training in a way which permits
measurement and evaluation of results.

As described in Part II, role-playing exercises were designed to elicit
selected assumptions and values of American and contrasting cultures. The
purpose was to achieve a valid simulation of tne psychological or experiential
aspects t of an intercultural encounter, while maintaining some control over the
two underlying sets of assumptions and values that would be manifested in the
role-playing behavior.

Once the relevant dimensions are identified, the pý-oblems of measuring
training outcome become much less overwhelming. The second major step in
evaluation of training impact is development of criterion measures that reflect
the relevant content and assess more than mere acquisition of knowledge.
Toward this end, this report (Part III) presents tentative evaluations of a format
used in developing Part II. Included are (a) a subjective evaluation, based on
observation and trainee comments, and (b) a preliminary empirical evaluation,
based on before-and-after-training data derived from a form of the simulation
exercise in which most of the trainees were observers rather than actual role-
playing participants.

:.'he simulation exercises can be used in a number of ways and in different
media. From the administrative perspective, the exercises have the advantage
of permitting training to proceed before the trainee's specific destination is
known. This should be especially valuable in training personnel who have little
time between knowledge of assignment and departure. In view of the wide range
of possible overseas assignments, the flexibility of such training seems of
considerable practical value in the administration of cross-cultural training
programs. It should be ket in mind that the simulation exercises are intended
as part of an intercultural-training effort and not as the total program.

'As opposed to simulation that might stress the physical o, the structural aspect. such as dress of
participants. events of initial meetings. administrative policy and procedures. power relationships. agri-
cultural problems, or effective counterinsurgency stmtegy.
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Part I

THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

NATURE OF THE SIMULATION EXERCISES

The model used in the simulation exercises is different in several respects
from those usually identified with simulation. This model is essentially social-
psychological in character, in that an attempt has been made to represent per-
ceptual and experiential reality (including the unconscious aspect of experience)
rather than to reproduce, point for point, physical or environmental variab)es.

The primary building blocks and systematic dimensions of a -social-
psychological model are cognitive variables-in this instance, cultural values
and assumptio.,s. Representation of physical and environmental aspects is impor-
tant only to the extent that the training exercise must be plausible-it must look
and feel like a "real life" situation to the trainee.

Furthermore, it is not necessary for the cognitive variables themselves to
be a faithful reproduction of an actual culture. In these exercises, a synthetic
but plausible culture was created to contrast with American values and assump-
tions, for use in guiding the behavior of the "foreigner" in the role-playing
exercise. The essential feature of the exercises is a representation of the social-
psychological aspects of interaction between people who hold differing values
and assumptions; the key function of the exercises is to induce a cognitive con-
frontation, with accompanying emotional investment and behavioral confrontation.

In this sense the simulation model can be referred to as "functional," since
the focus is or, process and conditions important to training, rather than on
faithful reproduction of the content of the cognitive underpinning cf any particular
culture. However, American values and assumptions must be accurately depicted,
because it is insight into one's own values and assumptions that permits the
growth of a perspective which recognizes that differing sets of values and assump-
tions exist (i.e., cultural relativism), and development of the potential for greater
understanding of another culture.

A confrontption during cultural irteraction must be distinguished from com-
petition between participants for available rewards. Cognitive confrontation, as
the term is used here, involves a dissonance or incongruity between ways of
thinking and perceiving, rather than concern over who will win. Rivalry may
occur during interaction, but it would be derived from a conflict in cultural per-
spectives rather than 1rom a conflict of interests as such.

In the simulation exercises, the cognitive confrontation is embedded in
experience-based training using role playing to achieve the requirement that the
student be affectively involved in learning. This training approach engages the
trainee behaviorally and emotionally while simultaneously exposing him to cul-
tural values and assiumptions different than his own.

The contrast he encounters in the exercises provides the trainee with a
situation that stimulates the dynamic processes of "unfreezing." "moving," and

7



"refreezing" that constitute cognitive-affective learning.: kmotionaiiy and
behaviorally involved in the role-playing situation, Lhe trainee is "unfrozen"
from his habitual modes of perception by the experience of being exposed to the
consequences of acting upon his own cultural-cognitive frame of reference. The
unfreezing is facilitated by exposure to new views which, while inconsistent with
the trainee's own views, are presented in a way that makes them difficult to
refute; the trainee finds that what seemed to be "normal" (American) solutions
to the task at hand are not readily understood or accepted by the "foreigner,"

In the unfreezing process, the two sets of cultural values (American and
Contrast-American) serve as mirrors for each other so as to increase the level
of cultural awareness of one.-elf and of the "foreign" other. The cognitive con-
fronitation brings one's own values and assumptions into question, making the
trainee more aware of the cultural determinant in himself. Self-awareness, in
turn, results in greater understanding and empathy with the values and assump-
tions of a member of another culture; continuing the reciprocal relationship,
this increased understanding once again yields a deeper cultural self-awareness
which increi.ses other-awareness ad infinitum. Once unfrozen, the trainee is in a
semifluid state concerning his own culturally derived perceptions and begins to eval-
uate the Contrast-American's values and assumptions more freely (relativistically).

Under optimal training circumstances, the trainee would here begin to forge
bridges between his cultural position and that of his counterpart, gradually evolv-
ing a mutually compatible position. Cultural empathy and suspension of the
moral judgments emanating from his own culture are necessary to sustain and
nourish the growth of such an emerging position. This process constitutes the
"moving" portion of the learning cycle. The actual creation and maintenance of
such a position then signifies the desired refreezing at a new level of awareness
and behavior.

In broader perspective, the unfreezing process simply sets the stage for
future learning ("learning how to learn"), with the payoffs coming in increments
each time the person faces new experiences at home or abroad. It is the latter
type of continuous relearning that is the primary objective of most cognitive-
affective training efforts of this sort.

The learning process does not involve sacrifice of either the trainee's per-
sonal values or his advisory mission. On the contrary, by becoming aware of
possible alternative cultural positions, he should become more aware of his own
cultural values (and blinders) and increase his flexibility in the kinds of approaches
or avenues he can utilize.

CRITERIA FOR TRAINING

Inadequate knowledge of what constitutes successful performance abroad has
been a major barrier in trying to conceptualize criteria to assess training effec-
tiveness, or to estimah'e individual potential for selection purposes. This situa-
tion is, of course, not unique to overseas positions, as witnessed by continued

"RThese terms are used by Lewin (2) an8 many subsequent writers interested in human reiations training.
Mlore comprehensive discussions can be found in numerous oublications discussing sensitivity training, role
playing. and other forms of experience-based training. Sch.in's (3) treatment of the procesa o! influence as
derived from the cognitive-affeciive change model of Lewin :2) has been especially useful. A ilumBRO
report summarizes the raiinnale of experience-based trainirg and describes and evaluates several methods
in terms of their potential for improving intercultural training (Foster and Danielian, 4).
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iinvolving a large -people cmponent" (e.g., management, leadership). While

there is a need for a clear delineatiorz of what constitutes successful individual
performiance overseas. in the meantime there is also a need to use the best

insights we have at present as a basis for evaluating training effectiveness, and
also for selecting personnel.

The training effort in this study is an attempt to induce change in a particu-
lar aspect of overseas performance-the intercultural interpersonal area. While
available evidence suggests that this aspect has a pervasive and significant
impact on overall performance, it is obviously not the only factor nor necessarily
the overwhelmingly dominant one. In seeking measures to evaluate training, it
makes sense to limit one's thinking to aspects of performance that are highly
saturated with behavior likely to reflect the content and kind of learning intended
in the training. While other aspects of performance may be highly relevant, a
global criterion of overall job performance may be influenced by so many extra-
neous (relative to the training or predictors being tested) factors that the likeli-
hood of finding statistically significant relationships becomes remote. Supervisors'

ratings provide an example of a global criterion that has face validity but is
nonetheless likely to have this shortcoming; in such ratings, especially if made
through regular administrative channels, it may be the achievement of crgani-
zational goals that is being rated, rather than the effectiveness of individual
performance. Fectors outside the individual's control may at times largely
determine success or failure of a mission.

Unfortunately, in developing criteria the distinction between effective behav-
ior by the individual and accomplishment of the mission is often blurred.

The advantages of using partial criteria (e.g., specific effective behaviors)
rather than overall performance (e.g., mission success) as a means of making
valid estimates of job effectiveness has recen'ly been clarified by S. Rains
Wallace (5). He points out that a partial criterion might be relevant not only to
the specific job at hand, but also to theoretical concepts that can lead to the
prediction of effective job performance in a variety of jobs or job situations. In
other words, criteria should be chosen with systematic theoretical concepts in
mind. Such an approach not only has possible practical advantages, but will
yield a body of knowledge leading to a better understanding of the dynamics
involved in successful job performance. Little knowledge or insight is gained
from studies concerned only with the overall effectiveness of a training program
as measured by a global performance criterion.

Wallace's statement seems especially appropriate to the area of intercul-
tural training. Without knowledge of the situational variables governing various
job positions abroad, it is impossible to develop a set of specific prescriptions
that can be universally applied. Before attempting to predict what an advisor
must do in any particular instance overseas, one must understand some of ihe
impediments of the intercultural barrier.

While the use of partial criteria was determined by research considerations,
the fact that the measures used in this study were of a preliminary nature had
to do with such practical issues as the time and cost of obtaining overseas data.
The effects of the exercises, therefore, were not assessed in an actual over-
seas job assignment context. However, using a training criterion rather than
criterion data gathered overseas may be more valid than at first seems apparent
since criterion data gathered overseas often have shortcomings.

For examnple, supervisory ratings are often used as a convenient way of
assessing performance overseas; the possible irrelevance of such ratings has

9



already been noted. Another factor is the probable inability of untrained observers
who are in closest contact with a man's behavior and work to m?ke meaningful
evaluations on a parlial criterion-that is. specific individual behavior rather
than genern) mission outcome. In one study (6), for example, it was found that a
vast majority of technical assistance returnees of the Agency for International
Development (AID) reported no elements peculiar to the overseas situation in
their description of critical incidents of ineffective behavior. Such omission is
in sharp contrast with reports from social scientists overseas, which typically
emphasize the intercultural elements of the work.

While field criteria might be desired, there is justification for looking to
the simulation itself for criteria. A vehicle for training which simulates psy-
chut•gically and culturally significant aspects of the overseas situation in ques-
tion may yield its own performance criteria. The measures derived from the
simulation may then be treated as criteria with some independence in their own
right, providing crucial links between training input and overseas performance.'

The factors affecting the trainee's behavior in a simulation exercise (or the
overseas situation itself) can be schematized as follows:

American Cultural Contrast-American
Values and Assumptions Cultural Values and Assumptions

I i I I
Affective -- -Cognitive Cognitive-"-Affective
Reaction -*- Understanding Under standing-•- Reaction

to of of to

Judging the Typical Judging the Typical
Behavioral Response of Behavioral Response of
an American (conative) the Contrast-American

Judging the Most 
-- 

(conotive)

Appropriate Behavioral
Response of art American

(conotive)

dehaviorel Response in
the Simulation

Classifying mental processes under the three traditional categories- cognitive.
affe-tive, and conative-was a useful approach to understanding the complexity
oi the interaction. "Cognitive" refers to the perceptual process of organizing or
structuring the input received by one's senses, "conative" to the accompanying
set or predisposition for behavior, and "affective" to the emotional component
tied to the percepts in question.

Each component is taken to represent part of an organized whole so we can
assume that each will be marked by the same cultural influences. The three com-
ponents, when applied to one's own cultural values and assumptions (American)
and the cultural values and assumptions of the other (Contrast-American), pro-
vide the basic framework from which the criterion measures were derived.

"IThe simulation exerciscs are intended foý research as %ell as training. It %%as assumed that observa-
tion of the simulated interaction could yield understanding of the intercultural-interpersonal process that
might be obscured by extraneous factors in an actual overseas situation.
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Both awarerness of himself as a product of American culture and awareness
of the values and assumptions of the "foreign" counterpart can be expected to
affect the trainee's behavior in the simulation situation. This awareness will,
of course, be influenced by his emotional feelings toward both his own culture
and the other culture. Development of the trainee's ability to predict typical
responses of an American in the advisory situation and of a Contrast-American
represents a step closer to the trainee reacting on a behavioral level; this stage
corresponds to the conative component or, loosely speaking, "set for behavior."
Ultimately, the trainee must decide upon the most appropriate response and
behave accordingly. This step is not assessed in present criteria measures
since training is not concerned with teaching solutions or providing an oppor-
tunity to practice techniques.

Note that awareness of American and awareness of Contrast-American cul-
t'Vre are related and mutually reinforcing, and that both are required for success-
ful performance. More specifically, the trainee needs to forge bridges between
his cultural position and that of his counterpart to develop a mutually compati-
ble position.

This position can be regarded as an interpersonal analog of the "third
culture" concept used by Useem and his colleagues. Useem, Useem, and
Donoghue (7) have referred to a mutually compatible position between two cul-
tures as a "third culture." "The binational third culture is defined as the com-
plex of patterns learned and shared by communities of men stemming from
both a Western and a non-Western society. The third culture cannot be fully
understood without reference to the societies it relates and in which the partici-
pants learned how to act as human beings." Although the reference of these
authors is societal rather than individual, the notion of the third culture seems
relevant by analogy to the process being described in this report.
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Part Ii

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INTERCULTURAL SIMULATION EXERCISES

The paradigm used] in the development of the simulation exercises calls for
at least one Ame, _an participant (advisor) and his foreign counterpart to meet
in an intercultural encounter. The American advisor role is played spontane-
ously by a trainee on the basis of background and scene information that is pro-
vided him. While this role is indirectly controlled by means of the "scenes"
(defined below), the role of the counterpart (hereafter often referred to as the
aUxiliar 2 ) is directly and deliberately manipulated according to specified values
and assumptions that are to determine his reactions to the American trainee.

The steps by which the simulation was constructed are as follows:
(1) The literature describing American cultural patterns was reviewed

and analyzed in terms of the problems American officials typically
encounter overseas. The modal (middle class)' values and assump-
tions were codified along dimensions judged relevant to overseas
performance according to a modification of a schema suggested by
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck (1).

(2) Contrasting dimensions were defined to yield artificial opposite-to-
American cultural values and assumptions ("Contrast-American
culture").

(3) A series of plausible overseas advisory situations ("scenes") were
developed to elicit culturally determined behavior from an Ameri-
can trainee.

(4) Role-playing auxiliaries were trained to reflect the Contrast-
American values and assumptions in a way which would brinp
about strong involvement of the American trainee.

(5) Role-playing confrontations were played out and formats for
feedback to the trainee explored.

Thest, five stages define the major components in the design and development
of the training and ave treated in more detail later.

For purposes of :,nalysis, culture may be examined at four levels: concrete
behavior, values, assumptions, and generalized cultural forms. The last three
are necessarily derived from observations of behavior, but can be usefully
treated as a motivational explanation underlying most human behavior. Viewed
at the indivioual level they are, in effect, internalized components of personality
that are generally shared with other members of the cultural group.

"Values" are relatively concrete, discrete, and specific; for instance, typical
American values are the sanctity of private property, the desirability of physical

'Obviou•ly, it is difficuuh to generalize almut the characteristicr , of people front tny country, especially
n1t, as diverme as the U nited Slat es. Any country consists of relatively distinctive sulwtcltures with somnewhat

overlapping memberships. \Middle class values and assumptions clearly represent the modal tendencies or
central core of American culture. This emphasis is especially appropriate for overseas training since technical
advisory personnel arc likelv to be from the middle class.

12
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comfort, and the, need for iangibie muuaurvs of success. Values &%iu h'av=e a
quality of "oughtness" and are relatively available to individual awareness
(C. Kluckhohn, 8). A person will often discuss values when explaining his own
or others' feelings or behavior.

"Assumptions," on the other hand, are more abstract and more outside of
conscious awareness. They represent the predispositions the individual employs
to pattern the world, and are usually felt by the individual to be an aspect of the
world itself and not simply his perception of it. Examples of American assump-
tions are a predisposition to see the self as separate from the world, and the
usual endorsement of "doing" as the preferred means of self-expression. (1)

Assumptions provide a person witn a sense of reality-which is only one of
several possible re.alities--and values provide a basis for choice and evaluation.
However, assumptions and values merge into one another. What is an assumption
for one individual, or for one culture, may be a value for another individual or
for another culture. Any one concept held by a person is likely to combine
aspects of both assumptions and values; hence it is difficult, and often unimpor-
tant, to determine whether it is one or the other.

In some cases the cognitive processes underlying cultural thinking are so
abstract and lacking in substantive reference that they are probably best dis-
tinguished from assumptions and called "cultural forms." Examples include
assumptions about time, space, essence, energy, and logical process. Cultural
forms tend to overlap with assumptions and, to a lesser degree, values. For
training purposes it is probably not critical to be able to make firm distinctions;
consequently, after the nature of forms, assumptions, and values is illustrated,
these concepts will generally be treated under the label "value and assumption"
or, where it seems more appropriate, "predisposition." Occasionally, "perspec-
tive" or "frame of reference" will be used with more or less the same meaning.

A frequent objection made to efforts to analyze any culture is that people
differ from one another in many ways, even within a culture, and any attempt to
describe a people according to broad gereralizations, such as cultural charac-
teristics, results in stereotypes. It is clear that people differ widely with
respect to any particular behavior or vaiue. Nevertheless, certain values and
assumptions are dominant in, for example, American culture and are shared to
one degree or another by most members. Thus when we speak of an American
value (or assumption), we refer to a peak or modal tendency for a range (dis-
tribution) of that value in the culture. All points on the distribution can be
found in any society; thus when two cultures are compared on a given dimension,
there is overlap (i.e., some members of Culture A will be more typical of Cul-
ture B than many members of Culture B who may be far from the modal point
of their culture).

In addition, an individual's reactions will vary from situation to situation,
and from time to time in the same situation. However, there is a relative inter-
nal integration and stability in behavior over time and situation. Variations,
thus, should not obscure systematic differences which do exist or the validity
of stereotypes (modal tendencies) in understanding intercultural phenomena.

AMERICAN (MIDDLE CLASS) DISPOSITIONS

While individuals will differ in their covert and overt adherence to cultural
values and assumptions, variations in a culture are both limited and systematic.
A cultural pattern, including its variations, may be seen as guides to "a limited

13
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number of common human problems for which all peoples at all times must find
some solution." (F. Iluckhohn, 9, p. 221).

Further, one may find in each society the full theoretical range of possible

solutions to common human problems, although do inant solutions are of course j
typical. These problem areas can be used as a framework for identifying inclu-
sive cultural dimensions on which all cultures can be plotted. (9)

The common human problems covered by such a system of assumptions and
values can be classified under five categories: activity, social relations, moti-

vation, perception of the world, and perception of the self and of the individual.
Each category is briefly identified by describing some American values and

assumptions, together with non-Western alternatives, which fall within each
category. Their identification follows the work of F. Kluckhohn, with a few
divergencies. Kluckhohn's core idea of basic human problems to which there

are a limited number of solutions, however, is maintained in identifying the
cross-cultural dimensions incorporated in the simulation.

Activity

S%-lf-expression is a problem common to all humans; Kluckhohn refers to

this as the activity modality (1). In American society, the dominant mode of

activity is "doing." Doing refers to the assumption that activity should result
in externalized, visible accomplishment as exemplified by the stock American

phrase, "getting things done." The contrasting m,'ie is "being" which, however,
does not connote passivity, since a person with a being orientation can be very

active. The being orientation refers to the spontaneous expression of what is
regarded as the given nature of human personality. It values the phenomeno-

logical experience of man rather than his tangible accomplishment and is
associated with the notion of having a natural and given position in society. A
third possible orientation to activity, which stresses development of all aspects
of the integrated person-'"being-in-becoming" -is similar to being in its stress
on experience rather than accomplishment, but it is dynamic.

Another area of activity that can be analyzed according to several dimen-
sions is problem-solving decision-making. In some cultures, decisions are
more likely to be made by an individual because of the role he occupies; under
this condition, decisions are much more likely to be influenced by the charac-
teristics of the role than by the preferences or commitments of the individual.
Another possibility is for decision-making to be a function of a group, and for
no one individual or role occupant to assume responsibility for it. This last

alternative, for example, is more typical of Japanese culture than of American
culture (Kerlinger, 10).

The concept of what constitutes decision-making varies from culture to
culture, and thus requires some alteration when examined within different cul-
tural frameworks. In American society the process of decision-making unfolds

primarily through the anticipation of the consequences of alternative courses of
action. In some other cultures, however, the function of the decision-maker or
makers is to evaluate a situation by classifying it according to pre-established
categories. Whatever action ensues, or whatever decisions are made, will fol-
low automatically from this traditioial classifying activity (Silvert, 11). Per-
haps it is such a process of classification that leads some Western observers

to conclude that in the underdeveloped world few decisions are required. This
example illu, trates the difficulty of getting outside of one's own cultural frame-
work when one is required to examine parallel processes from culture to culture.
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The distinctions between different ways of organizing activity also hnve
important implications for learning or teaching (Bateson, 12). For ez.ample,
Americans implicitly assume that learning is an active process requiring per-
form,, -e by the learner, whose incentive to learn is either a future reward or
the . wdance of punishment; thus, learning is regarded as a process of shaping
the responses of the learner and building upon them. In some cultures the
learner is assumed to be passive and the chief technique used is serial rote
learni.g (Reichel-Dolmatoff, 13); learning is assumed to be an automatic process
occurring in a highly structured situation. From this perspective, events in the
natural and social world of the learner occur automat;cally in response to his
actions. Since the world is considered as overwhelming, highly structured, and
impervious to the initiative of the individual, no stress is put on spontaneity or
upon the characteristics of the learner. This kind of learning corresponds to a
Pavlovian situation, and is more prevalent in Bali, for example, than in the
United States (12).

These brief descriptions of some possible alternative v~lues and assump-
tions underlying different expressions of activity call attention to the necessity
for using several dimensions to explain any specific behavior. In speaking of
decision-making and learning, for instance, allusions to perception of the self,
perception of the world, and motivation were required.

S-cial Relationships

A chief characteristic of social relationships among Americans of the
middle class is equality (Williams, 14). Its ramifications are so profound that
it should be considered an assumption of American culture, even though as an
expressed value there is no uniform application to all segments of the society.
In nearly every other culture there is a much greater emphasis on inequality
of persons (Arensberg and Niehoff, 15). To assume that everyone is equal and
should be treated alike is considered, in some cultures, to be demeaning to the
individuality of the person. Inequality underlies social conventions and etiquette
and clearly defined reciprocity among persons engaged in social interactions.

In Arrerican culture, social conventions tend to be more informal and E,.ial
reciprocities much less clearly defined. For example, equality removes the
need for elaborate forms of social address, since one of the lunctions of formal-
ity is to call attention to the participantst respective status and ascriptions.
Americans usually tend to ignore these qualities of social intercourse, quickly
achi,.ve a first-name basis with others, and conduct both business and social
intercourse with directness and informality. Unlike members of other cultures
such as the Thai, Americans prefer direct contact with others in either busi-
ness or social affairs, and hence seldom b•ve need of a third man, an inter-
mediary, as do the Thai.

Despite the emphasis on equality ýnd informality, there is an element of
depersonalization in relationships between Americans. Americans have many
friends, but these are often associated with a given situation or time
(C. Kluckhohn, 16). Furthermore, the word "friend" may serve to describe anyone
from a passing acquaintance to a lifetime associate. American friendship dif-
fers from that found in many parts of the world where an individual may have
few friends but is likely to have a total, rather than a selective, commitment to
them. Individuals may be disinclined to share a friend with other friends, since
both the quality of friendship and the number of friends is considere& limited
and hence not to be squandered (Foster, 17).
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Americans tend to be relatively impartial and objective in the conduct of
social relations, compared to the personalized interactions found in many parts
of the world. Examples of the former are large charitable fund-raising efforts.
objective standards of promotion, and the uneasiness about gift-giving in busi-
ness; examples of personalized interaction are found in the paternal benevolence
of the Japanese and Latin Americanc, personal leadership of the Latin caudillos,
and the nepotism endemic to Asia, Africa, and Latin America.I

The depersonalized predisposition of Americans combines with other values
to nurture competition in which each individual strives for his own personal
goals. For example, "joshing," "one-upmanship," quick repartee, and a "friendly
suiggestion" are subtle forms of competition. Although this sort of behavior in
interpersonal relations usually seems innocuous to Americans, such actions are
perceived as subtle coercion in many other cultures (Wax and Thomas, 18).

Motivation

A third category of assumptions and values is motivation. Achievement is
generally agreed to be a chief motivating force in American culture. It is the
force which gives the culture its quality of "driveness' (Henry, 19). An American's
"identity, and to a large degree his worth, is established by his accomplishments;
a man is what a man achieves. Furthermore, his accomplishments should be
objective, visible, and measurable, since the culture does not readily provide a
means of evaluating and knowing the self except through external performance.

Relative to members of many other societies, Americans do not attribute
particular meaning to place of birth, family, heritage, traditional status, or other
prescriptive considerations which can be used to define the self. American cul-
ture, then, emphasizes personal achievement through externally documented
accomplishments while many other societies emphasize ascription with its attend-
ant concern -fr the traditionally fixed status of the individual (Potter, 20).

An American's investment in material and visible signs of success leads
one to inquire about American notions about failure. For Americans the concept
is difficult to accept and hence usually avoided or rationalized. Atypical response
is to rationalize the failure as an inevitable part of the learning process leading
to future accomplishment, or to regard the situation as the fault of others.

Perception of the World

A dominant perception in American culture assumes that the world is mate-
rial rather than spirit (or idea, essence. will, or process), and should be exploited
for the material betiefit of man. This perception implies a clear separation
between man and all other forms of life and Nature. Man's quality of humanness
endows him with i value absent in other forms of life; he is unique because of
his soul. Nature and the physical world, although often referred to as living,
are conceived as material and mechanistic.

This perspective is distinct from assumptions held in some other parts of
+he world -and variant assumptions in American culture) that man is insepa-
rable frcm his environment and that he should strive for harmony with it (15).
Nature is perceived as alive and animistic; animals and even inanimate objects

'In describing :-mcrican social -elations as "depersonalized" and those of othe's as 'personalized.* no
invidions comparison is intended. Trust, good will. and accep• .,ice of other people for r. hat they are, for
example, are American characteristics but tbvv need not be personalized in their expression. Distrust and
suspi-ion are quite personal and more common in many other parts of the world than in the United States.
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thave their o essence. Hence no clr , ii dividina line separates man from Dlanits.
rocks, rivers, and mountains. Consequently, man should strive for unity and
integration with nature and the physical world rather than attempt to control
these forces.

Control and exploitation of the environment is closely associated with the
concept of progress, a notion relatively absent in many parts of the world.
There is a prevalent notion among Americans that a person and especially an
organization must progress or cease to exist; one cannot "stand still" and con-
tinue to function.

Bound up with the idea of progress and achievement motivation in American
culture is a feeling of general optimism toward the future. Most Americans
feel that through their efforts a better future can be brought about: which will not
compraiise the welfare and plrogress of others (Kluckhohn and Kluckhohn, 21).
There is enough for everyone. Such a system of values and assumptions, of
course, receives repeated reinforcement, since Americans live in a country
with an expanding economy and resources. These assumptions contrast with
the concept of "limited good" and fatalism found in many parts of the world (17).

The American's high valuation of material aspects of the world, in combi-
nation with values associated with the self as an individual, form cultural under-
pinnings for a strong and salient cultural concept of private property.

Perception of Self and che Individual

The concept of an individualistic self is an integral assumption of American
culture so deeply ingrained that Americans ordinarily do not question it. They
naturally assume that each person has his own separate identity. However,
since this cultural assumption is implicit and generally outside the awareness
of the American, the nature of his self-identity is somewhat elusive. His rela-
tively diffuse identity is, in part, a consequence of the absence of clear ascrip-
tive classifications such as "caste" and "class" found in other cultures (Mead, ?2).

Stress on the individual begins at a very early age when the American child
is encouraged to be autonomous. It is an accepted value that a child (and adult)
should be encouraged to make decisions for himself, d-evelop his own opinions,
solve his own problems, have his own possessions. The concepts of freedom of
choice and self-autonomy are, however, moderated by social control mecha-
nisms in the form of expectations that the individual will choose as others wish
him to choose.

An importat consequence of this emphasis on the individual is that the
American tends to resist formal authoritative control (Gorer, 23). The conce t
of ideal authority for the American is one that is minimal and exercised infor-
malty by means of persuasion and appeals to the individual, rather than by
coercion or by expectation of compliance to tradition, as is the case in many
other cultures.

Another consequence of the American's individuality is that his self-
concept is not easily merged with a group. To him any group, ,eanging from a
small one to the nation, is conceived as a collection of individuals. He resists
becoming "lost in a group" or is concerned about the non-person emphasis of
a cause or abstrar' ideology.

This avoidance of non-person is tied to the fact .. tat in the American cultui'e
ideas and concepts are typically made meaningful by using the individual as a
point of reference. For example, concepts of dignity and human nature are most
likely to take the form of self-respect, personal needs, and individual goals.
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With emphasis on concrete and self-referring terms, American are unrzom-
fortable when referring to concepts that do not have a clear reference to
the individual.

Another dimension of the perception of self and others revolves around the
wholer.ess-divisibility of the person and is closely related to the American's
emphasis on objectives rather than personal relationships. Americans tend to
fragment personalities. An Amc, ican does not have to accept another person in
totality to be able to work with him; he may disapprove of the politics, hobbies.
or personal life of an associate and still work effectively with him. An individual
with ascriptive motivation, however, tends to react to others as total or whole
persons. Consequently, he often cannot work with or cooperate with a person of
different religion, belief, or ethical code.

NAction, thoughts, and intent are separately evaluated in the American cul-
turz. For example. the individual cannot be held legally libel for harboring
undesirable thoughts. In parts of the non-West (perhaps China is the best exam-
pie), there is no such clear differentiation. Instead action, thoughts, feelings,
and intents are synthesized in a total assessment of the person. Thus an indi-
cqtion of "wrong thoughts" would be grounds for censure even though undesirable
action d•d .;c. actually occur.

Generalized Cultural Forms

When the assumptions underlying cultural thinking are pervasive and lack
substantive reference, they are probably best called cultural forms or form
cognitions. While forms tend to merge with values and assumptions, they are
discu-,sed separately for conceptual clarity even though the distinction is not
emphasized in training.

For Americans, the cultural form of time may usually be regarded as lineal.
Ame'ican concepts of planning, progress, preventive measures in health and
technology, and orientation to the future may be seen to be associated with a
lineal concept of time. Progress, for example, is closely associated with the
view 'hat time flows in one direction, that of the future. 'You've got to keep up
with the times" is an American expression which illustrates the association.
This concept of time is eminently suited to a rational view of the world. One
can distinguish various events in time and note their relationship by calling the
preceding moment "the cause" and the next one "an effect.." Alth..-.uh this
description is oversimplified, it identifies the American predilection for seeing
the world in concrete and delimited cause-and-effect sequences and provides
a firm foundation on which to base the dominant American beliefs in accom-
plishment, in one's ability to master one's environment.

Concepts concerning contiguity and location may be regarled as aspects
of space, a second kind of cultural forni. Concepts of using space show impor-
tant cultural differences. It is clear that differeint cultures deploy living and
working areas in different patterns. Some cultures, such as the Chinese, have
a strong sense of territorialism; in other cultures, the American for instance,
territorialism is less highly developed, and cne might expect it to be nearly
absent in some nomadic cultures. Spatial displacemelnts of persons in face-to-
face inteiactions are also noticeably and measurably different from culture to
culture (Rall, 24). At the most abstract level, formal causes and correlational
thinking may be considered as expressions of spatial relations. Although they
occur in the American culture, they are not nearly so frequent as for example,
in the Chinese culture (Nakainura, 25). Temporal concepts, and efficient and
material causes, are usually preferred by Americans.
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A third kind of cultural form refers to the definitions of 'essence and energy.
Primarily, for Americans, the universe is conceived as matter, or as things;
in contrast, some people from Sub-Saharan Africa view the universe as con-
sisting of a network of living forces. In their perspective. for.- "S e•ynontymous
with being (Jahn, 26).

The relational form, a fourth possible kind of form cognition, is the one
which perhaps most clearly refers to process rather than to structure. A b sic
issue underlying human behavior is the rela~ionship between the empirical world
and the cognitive world. If the relationship is isometric, the empirical world
can be apprehended directly. Americans tend to comprehend what they observe
through intecfmediate explanatory concepts, whereas many non-Western people
are more likely to apprehend experience directly through intuition and spon-
taneous reaction, without a need for "explanation" in the Western sense of
the word.

The American is more likely to take a relativistic and pragmatic position
than to assume the existence of a directly knowable reality. Another aspect of
this contrast in relational forms is manifest in the American emphasis on anal-
ysis and logic as modes of expression rather thiAi esthetic appreciation or sen-
sitivity (Northrop, 27).

Other cultural forms are related to those described above: for example,
the American tendency toward inductive thinking and quantification in contrast
to deduction and inherent qualities. Another important contrast is that between
comparative judgment, which is typically American, and absolute judgment
(i.e., comparison against an abstract standard).

A final additional example, the concept of limits, should be mentioned
because of its importan'.e in the literature and in the development of the simu-
lation. Foster (17) has described a chief distinction between peasant and West-
ern societies in terms of the concept of "limited good." The concept, in the
most general sense of a cultural form, refers to the tendency to conceive of
the world in limited rather than expansive terms. The assumption of unlimited
good, in American culture, underlies achievement motivation, in which the i.ndi-
vidual sees his opportunities and achievements as relatively unlimited and at
least partly determined by his efforts. The value configuration is frequently
referred to as "effort-optimism," a key concept in understanding American
behavior. In peasant societies the basic motivation is ascription, maintenance
and entrenchment of status, privileges, and prerogatives (17, 10). Underlying
this value is the concept that the good in the world is limited, and that gains
for one individual are necessarily obtained at the expense of others. Foster
describes the "image of the limited good" as:

... one in which all of the des-i ed things in life such as land,
wealth, health, friendship, and love, manliress and honor,
respect and status, power and influence, security and safety,
exist in finite quantity, and are always in short supply ....
Not only do these and other "good things" exist in finite and
limited quantities, but in addition there is no way directly
within per-sant power to increase the available quantities. It
is as if the obvious fact of land shortage in a densely populated
area applied to all other desired things: not enough to go
around. "Good," like land, is seen as inherent in nature, there
to be divided and redivided, if necessary, but not to be augmented.
(17, p. 296)'

'Permission to quote this copyrinted material has L- -n grant.d by the American .4An.,ropolog~s:.
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This concept of limits has far-reaching consequences in all aspects of the

cultural pattern.
A more comprehensive outline of American values and assumptions and

the more generalized cultural forms is presented in the section describing the

Contrast-American concept developed for the simulation exercises (see Table 1).

DERIVATION OF CONTRAST CULTURES

The simulation model calls for American values, assumptions, and cultural

forms to be represented in the spontaneous role-playing of the American trainee.

The behavior of the person playing the advisor's counterpart, on the other hand,

is only semispontaneous, since he is to be trained to respond in a way that will

reflect contrasting values, assumptions, and cultural forms. The strategy

required that a conceptual profile which would provide a plausible contrast to

the American profile be developed as a guide for the "uxiliary. These profiles

are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1

Summary of Cultural Assumptions and Values'
American Contrwa-Anerican

1. Definition of Activity
a. Hlow do people approach activity?

(I) concern with "doing." progress. change ------------- "being"

external achievement ----------------------------- spontaneous expression

(2) optimistic, striving ------------------------------- fatalistic

b. What is the desirable pace of life?
(1) fast. busy --------------------------------------- steady, rhythmic

(2) driving ----------------------------------------- noncompulsive

c. llow important are goals in planning?
(1) otress means, procedures. techniques --------------- stress final goals

d. %hat are important goals in life?

(1) material goals ----------------------------------- spiritual goals

(2) comfort and absence of pain ----------------------- fullness of pleasure and pain

(3) activity ----------------------------------------- experience

e. Where does responsibility for decisions lie?

(1) responsibility lies with each individual -------------- function of a group or resides in a
role (dual contrast)

f. At what level do people live?
(1) operational. goals evaluated in terms of consequence- experiential truth

g. On uhat basis do people evaluate?
(1) utilit- (dozs it work?) ----------------------------- essence (ideal)

h. Who should make decisions?
(1) the people affected ------------------------------- those with proper authority

i. What is the nature of problem-solving?
(1) planning behavior -------------------------------- coping behavior

(2) anticipates consequences ------------------------- classifies the situation

j. What is the nature of learning?
(1) learner is active (student-centered learning) ---------- learner is passive kserial

rote learning)

(Continued)
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Tc.ale I (Continued)

Summary of Cultural Assumptions and Values

American Cf(ontrast-Amrerican

2. D)efinition of So ial Relations
a. lbos are roles defined?

-attained -------------------------------------------- ascribed
loosel) ------------------------------------------------ tightly
generally ------------------------------------------- specifically

b. lloa.% do people relate to others whose status is different?
(i) stress equalit .------------------------------------ stress hierarchical ranks

minirnive differences ----------------------------- stress differences. especially
to superiors

(2) stress informaliti and spontaneii .------------------- stress formality. behavior more
easily anticipated

c. olou are sex roles defined?
similar, overlapping ---------------------------------- distinct
sex equality ----------------------------------------- male superiority
friends of both sexes --------------------------------- friends of same sex only
less legitimized ------------------------------------- legitimized

d. What are members' rights and duties in a group?
(1) assumes limited liability -------------------------- assumes unlimited liability
(2) joins group to seek os^n goals ---------------------- accepts constraint by group
(3) active members can influence groap ---------------- leader runs group, members do not
l. ol% do people judge others?

(I) specific abilities or Interests ---------------------- overall individualht) of person and
his status

(2) task-centered ------------------------------------ person-centered
(3) fragmentary involvement --------------------------- total involvement

f. What is the meaning of friendship?
(1) social friendship --------------------------------- intense friendship (long commitment.

(short commitment, friends shared) friends are exclusive)
g. %hat is the nature of social rcciprocity?

(1) real only ---------------------------------------- ideal and real
(2) nonbinding (Dutch treat) -----.---------------------- binding
(3) equal (Dutch treat) ------------------------------- unequal

h. olbs do people regard friendly aggression in
social interaction?

(1) acceptable, interesting, fun ------------------------ not acceptable, embarrassing

3. Motivation
a. What is motivating fork c?

(1) achievement ------------------------------------- ascription
b. flow is person-person competition evaluated?

(1) as constructive, healthy -------------------------- as destructive. antisocipl

4. Perception of the World (World View)
a. What is the (natural) sorld like?

(1) physical ---------------------------------------- spiritual
(2) mechanical -------------------------------------- organic
(3) use of machines ---------------------------------- disuse of machines

b. flow does the %orld operate?
(1) in a rational, learnable, controllable manner ---------- in a mystically ordered. spiritually

conceivable manner (fate. divination)
(2) chance and probability ---------------------------- no chance or probabiliz,

(Con;inned)-
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Table I (Continued)

Summary of Cultural Assumptions and Values

Amaerianw Contrast- Ainerwan

c. What is the nature of man7
(1) apart from nature or from an,% hierarchy -------- part of nature or of some hierarchy

(dual coutrust)
(2) impermanent. ~;'-t fixed, changeable --------- pcr~nanent. fixed, not changeable

d. What arc the relation.-hips beticcn man and nature?
(1) good is unlimited ------------------------------------ good is limited
(2) men should modif4 naturc for his ends ------------------ man should accept the natural order
(3) good health and material c, aorts -xpectcd

and desired -------------------------------------- some disease and material misery are
natural. expectable

e. What is the nature of truth? goodness?
(1) t tntative (%%orking-type) ------------------------------ defir~ite
(2) relative to circumstances ----------------------------- absolute
(3) experience analyzed in separate components

dichotomies------------------------------------- experience apprehended as a whole
fL [low is time defined? Valuedl?

(1) future (anticipation).---------------------------------past (remembrance) or present
experience (dual contrast.)

(2) precise units -------------------------------------- undifferentiated
(3) limited resource------------------------------------- not limited (riot resource)
(4) lineal--------------------------------------------- circular. undifferentiated

g. That is the nature of propert)?
(;private ownership important as extension of self ---- use for "natural- purpose regardless

of ow~nership
5. Per-ception of the Self ard the Individual

a. In what sort of terms is self defined?
(1) diffuse, changing terms ------------------------------ fixed. clearly defined terms
(2) flexible behavior ------------------------------------ person is located in a social system

o. Wh1ere does a person's identity seem to be?
(1) within the self (achievement) -------------------------- outsidle the self in roles, groups.

family, clan, caste. society
c. Nature of the individual

(1) sepatate aspects (intent, thought, act.
biographical background) -------------------------- totality of person

d. On whom should a person place reliance?
111 self---------------------------------------------- status superiors, patron. others
12) impersonal organizations ----------------------------- persons

e. What kind of person is valu~d and respected?
What qualities?

(1) youthful (vigorous) ---------------------------------- aged (wisc. experienced)
fL What is the basis of social control?

(1) persuasion, appeal to the individual-------------------formal, authoritative
(2) guilt---------------------------------------------- shame

GeneralizeJ Fonrms
a) lineal,---------------------------------------- (time) nonlineal
b) efficient and material cause-and-z-ffect thinking ---- (space) formal causes, correlative thinking
0) material, substantive -------------- (essence aut! energy-) spirit, energy
d) operationalism (implied ,bserver).-------------------------direct apprehension or formalism

(dual contrast)
e) induction --------------------------------------------- deduction ortransductiop (dualicontrast)
f) judgnent by comparison ------------------------- -------- judgment against an absolute standard
g) world stuff expansive (unlimited good) ---------------------- eold stuff restricted (limited good)

*The authors; wish to acknowledge the contributionz; of Dr. Jasper Ingersoll. Dt'Nmtment of Anthropology. Catholic
University. to the development of this table.
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positions on the cognitive dimensions on which the American cultural profile
has been plotted. In most instances. American culture may be described as lying
at one extreme of the dimensions used, and the derivation of the contrast is
relatively straightforward. On a few important dimensions, American culture
appears to have more than one contrasting position. In these cases it was not
always clear whether the three cultural positions in question could be plotted at
points along a single dimension. A number of such "dual contrasts" appear in
Table 1.

To accommodate derivations of this sort, two similar but partially distinct
cultures were delineated. These are referred to as Contrast-American I and
Contrast-American II. The nonshared contrasts making up these roles are
described in Table 2. They can be seen to represent either variations on a
dimension in which the American position is in the middle, or more complex
contrasts (e.g., deduction vs. concrete, Chinese-style transduction vs. American
induction; theoretical comprehension vs. direct apprehension vs. American oper-
ationalism) (26, 28) which do not easily fit on a single continuum.

Table 2

Differences Between Contrast-American Cultures I and 11
Relative to American Culture

Measure Contrast.Amenican Cultute I Contrast-An'wecan Cultwe II Amnerman CuItwne

Values and Delocalized group decision-making; Decision-mnaking is a function of Decis;on-making and responsibility
Assumptions integration (harmony) with natural roles, self hierarchically differ- localized in self; self separate from

world; euphoric attitude toward entiated from others by meaws of others and from natural world: group
existence and reverence for life; rol2; self linked to past via is not a unity but an aggregate of
past and future seen as expansions t.aditions. predatory, aggressively individuals; optimistically change-
of present; commitment to concrete hedonistic approa;h to present mind;ed commitment to operational-
and phenomenal objects, syncre- existence; world is an abstraction ism action, and mastery over
tism of beliefs, a more complete kiiown only through rules and envirinmeilt; lineal inductive
unity always sought; existence traditien (formalism): people and thinkme. geared to anticipation of
is indeterminate, things perceived as an explicit consequences: world perceived

hierarchy: existence is an mechanistically as series Vf prob-
epiphenomenon. lems in search of solutions: non-

esthetic, comparative, and rela-
tivistic judgment of events: totality
of world stuff apprehended as
unimlmted; existence is action
(domng)

Behavioral Ego-constriction (self -control. Ego-expansiveness (intense Moderate ego-expressiveness
Characteristics little eye and no body contact, eye and body centact, physical (moderate eye cont,.:t. minimal

physica! aloofness. subdued intimacy. hyperbole. exag- body contact, moderate distance.
tone). g.'ated tone) moderate tone).

Because there seem to be inherent natural forms of cultures, certain cul-
tural concepts have a better fit with some concepts than with others. Contrast-
American Cultures I and I1, as depicted in Table 2 (only nonshared contrasts
are shown), represent partially arbitrary choices, since alternative positions
could have been assembled according to several permutations. Nevertheless,
they were put together in the described pattern because they seemed to form a
plausible configuration of values and assumptions. This consideration is
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important in our role-playing innovation because credibility is necessary for
full trainee involvemient.

To furthE c assure the plausibility of the two Contrast-American roles, cer-
tain appropriate behavioral characteristics were designated as part of the auxil-
iaries' roles. These also are outlined in Table 2. It should be noted that such
behavioral charaeoteristics, although easily observable, are often difficult to
analyze in tern. . underlying assumptions and values. Perhaps this is because
their very specifici'y links them to events and situations in a way that makes
generalization ha,-ardous. In any case, such stereotyped and easily observable
behaviors are judged to be not so adversely intrusive in intercultural functioning
as the more subtle pervasive, and often unrecognized assumptions and values;
the latter have accordingly received more attention in this work.

DEVELOPMENT OF ROLE-PLAYING SCENES

Illustrative Content of Scenes

Descriptive background material (Appendix A) was developed to provide the
role-player with a temporal and situational context. This included a briefing
with general information about the country and the work situation and experience
of his predecessor. The briefing was purposely kept sketchy to allow the trainee
to project himself into the situation and thereby provide maxim rn freedom in
defining his own role.

The trainee takes the role Jf an American advisor who has been assigned to
assist a non-Western auxiliary on development projects in the counterpart's
country. He believes that the auxiliary is also a role-player who has received
instructions similar to his own. The trainee is provided, within a role-playing
context, with some comments from a predecessor who conveys a picture of
delayed progress in the development projects without portraying etiological fac-
tors or localizing blame. The trainee is left to interpret the predecessor's
comments any way he wishes. While the predecessor's comments reflect a fre-
"quent American stereotype of non-Western counterpart, the trainee may minimize
or reject the stereotype by attributing it to the misperceptions of the frus-
trated predecessor.

In addition, br'ef background information was written for six scenes which
were selected for their likelihood of eliciting typical American behavior. The
information in each scene was recast and rewritten until it reliably evoked the
culturally derived behavior necessary to bring about the desired cultural con-
trasts in values and assumptions. Each scene was designed to highlight select
predispositions judged critical for overseas performance. The scenes were
intended to be given in a sequence, with each scene built upon the overall back-
ground material and occurrence of the preceding scene. Some success, however.
has been achieved in using the scenes individually.

The following descriptions developed for a military advisor should provide
a better understanding of the nat.ure of the scenes and the interactions that typi-
cally flow from each. Titles refer to manifest content rather than the underlying
vali s and assumptions that are likely to be elicited.

Initial Meeting

The first scene is concerned with how the American orients himself
vis i vis his counterpart. His approach will depend upon whether he assumes
that Western expectations or his counterpart's expectations governing business
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mneeLings will apply. The counterpart wiii be expecting a highly personahized,
nonbusiness approach from his new advisor; he will be interested in knowing
about the advisor's background and family and personal life so as to be able to
define socially the man he is meeting. Only after such social definition will the
counterpart engage in "business" talk. Further, the business talk itself must
also be open-ended and well immersed in the conversation if an impression of
attempting to restrict the counterpart's freedom - 'ction is to be avoided.
Attempts to structure the situation quickly are characteristic of Americans in
their business dealings, but embarrass the counterpart and may be viewed as
an attempt at intimidation or coercion.

Thus the scene is designed to elicit contrasting notions of what the
advisor and counterpart expect of each other. Whereas the American is likely
to be busy mobilizing his resources to give effective advice and accomplish some-
thing "meaningful" (often read to mean "tangible"), the counterpart is pre-
occupied with discharging his obligation to show proper honor and respect to
his advisor. Such a frame of reference is not totally foreign to the American,
but it is definitely considered secondary to the requirement of accomplishing
something. Similarly, for the counterpart the idea of accepting and utilizing
American advice is certainly present, but it is less important than his perceived
duties of respect and honor,

"Grass Roots" Support

in this scene the American advisor is faced with the necessity of devel-
oping grass-roots support for a project. The scene elicits attitudes toward
sources of authority and conditions for morale. The question of the needs of the
peonle and the desirability of their commitment and support typically arises. The
notion that open discussion and public commitment always ihave a salutary effect
is a typically Western one. Involved is the basic assumption that not only good
will, but somehow even truth, will always emerge from the democratic procesz.

The counterpart does not shazF .iis assumption. For him truth, like
wisdom, does not emerge spontaneously among groups of people but resides in
certain social positions or is a function of a state of grace. The counterpart's
truth is absolute, in distinction to the relative, working-type truth (often labeled
"consensus") from which the pragmatic American typically operates.

Attitudes toward authority also are involved in this scene. The counter -
part believes that he, as the leader and the elite of the community, knows what
the people want. For him action emanates from authority. He interprets the
American's interest in seeking opinions from the people as demeaning to
his position.

Publicity

The American advisor is told in the background materials that a first
project of his has been successful and that he might produce further action in
the community and in outlying areas if this early effort is publicized. Under-
1.ing these suggestions are two American beliefs: that publicity is ipso facto
a desirable thing, and that if one thing is good then two ought to be better.

Concerning the first belief, the idea of advertising, promoting, or selling
a desirable product is likely to seem quite appropriate to an American. The
counterpart, however, feels that goodness speaks for itself, as with the goodness
of one's wife or one's family heirlooms, and that publicity is superfluous and
even denigrating to valued possessions.
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The second contrast is based on the optimistic American view that good
is unlimited; if one has success, then one ought to try for a second success.
Man's opportunities to change the world are viewed as relatively unlimited. In
contrast, the counterpart believes that the good in the world is relatively limited.
One success does not necessarily imply the possibility or desirability of a
second success.

Private Property

This scene revolves around the issue of a piece of unit equipment bought
with American funds (a movie projector) that has been offered as a personal gift
by the counterpart to his superior. It illustrates contrasting cultural notions
about property and gift-giving.

For the American a clear distinction is made between public and private
property, just as a clear distinction is made between personal and public life,
work and play, and "my time" and "their time." To the counterpart, however,
the public-private distinction seems artificial and arbitrary. Thus he is not pre-
occupied, as in the American, with "a., honest day's work," or with guarding
his "private life." He is committc ý and intensely personal in all the roles he
plays. Consequently, depersonalized attitudes toward work or alienation from
one's role reflect on how he is judged as a person and diffuse his self-identity.

The notion of personalized work relationships clarifies the meaning
of gift-giving among co-workers in many foreign cultures, a further important
consideration in this scene. To the counterpart, the gift is an expression of per-
sonal feeling or esteem for another worker, often a superior. Gift-giving exists
among Americans, of course, but it usually is restricted to "private" relations
or else becomes an impersonal and ritualized practice reserved to special occasions.

Leadership

In this scene the American advisor is confronted with a situation in
which leadership in his counterpart's unit is of poor quality. He is encouraged
to try to do something about it. The ensuing discussion about leadership train-
ing highlights contrasting culturally determined attitudes toward Icadership. For
the American, leadership, like other traits, is partly a matter of temperament
and personality, but also partly something which can be taught and learned or
acquired thiough experience. The existence of leadc'rship training schools and
leadership occupational categories in American military organizations attest
to the general acceptance of the latter idea.

For the counterpart, however, leadership is not an individual trait or
an impersonal attribute but a quality residing in a network of rights and duties
which define a relationship or set of relationships. These relationships differ
markedly from the impersonalism and fractionalization which typify the line-
staff relation so basic to Western management theory. For the counterpart, work
relationships involve the total behavior between the persons; a leader is not
just a coordinator of certain work activities but a wise master or judge whose
authority extends to all areas of life. Under these conditions a person could
hardly conceive of himself as learning leadership principles or improving his
leadership skills since (a) any training of this sortwo-uld -imply that his wisdom
was less than sufficient and (b) isolation of such principles or skills would repre-
sent an idea that was alien or even dangerous, since it would imply that such
behavior could exist unregulated by traditional relationships.
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rhealth

The background information for this seer., provides a brief description
of poor health conditions in an underdeveloped country. Both the American advisor

and his foreign counterpa't can be expected to display interest in health and wel-
fare measures, but their emphasis would be far different. For the American,
physical health is of overwhelming importance. In addition, his scientific sophis-
tication alerts him to symptoms and causes and effects of a wide range of diseases.
While his culturally sanctioned interest in unsanitary conditions is genei ally
medically sound, his need for cleanliness often goes beyond reasonable demands
for health.

For the counterpart, however, physical health lies in the overall per-
spective of both bodily and spiritual well-being. Overemphasis on physical
health or creature discomforts does not do justice to the spiritual aspect of man,
which needs as much and probably more attention than the body. For the
Contrast-American I, such symptoms of spiritual malaise as an o% erly aggres-
sive or individualized orientation, impurity of heart. or disharmony with man or
nature are often considered more critical than physical disease. For the
Contrast-American II, lack of total confidence, acknowledgment of chance errors.
and ps3 ^1,ological alienation from ancestors or relatives would be judged as
proble.,.. of the spirit capable of producing complete social and physical incapacity.'

Still another contrast involved is in the use of a particular form of
reasoning to arrive at "scientific" conclusions. The Westerner tends to think in
self-contained lineal chains of caLse and effect-for example, "I am sick because
I caught a virus." The Contrast-American position embraces a myriad of multi-
ple contingencies coexisting in one's life space: physical, social, and psycholog-
ical. Thus, the Contrast-American will simultaneously hold "I am sick I !cause
my body has been invaded, because ! had an argument with my wife last night,
because the warmth in the air has gone, and because my family and ancestorF:
have left me with a residue of conflict and disharmony." One can see iom this
example that sufficiently detailed identification of "scientific" multiple causes
can merge into a "nonscientific" nonlineal phenomenology.

Typically, this scene also dramatizes the inductive orientation of the
American; that is, most trainees tend to describe how they "walked about the
area" and "'.bserved" bad health practices and signs of disease among the peo-
ple. The American tends to assume that marshalling of evidence will convince
the counterpart of tne necessity for remedial action. An alternative approach,
which few American participants have been observed to take, would be deductive-
that is, to deduce possible categories for classifying sources of disease (e.g.,
physical, social, and perhaps even supernatural).

Some Considerations in Scene Development

Trainee Involvement

As previously emphasized, the primary objective of the scene is spon-
taneously Wo elicit typical American behavior on the part of the trainee so that
d dramatic contrast in selected assumptions and values will occur. It is impor-
tant that this be done in a way that will not destroy the interaction between
trainee and auxiliary. To achieve there ends the scenes selected and the back-
ground material for the scenes had to be constructed in such a way as to make

'Among 1Resterners. an analog for diseases of the spirit %dhich can lead to Phy-sical illness-a deviant cul-

tural interpretation of disease etioiogy forthem-would be found under the category of "I chosomatic illnesses.'
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the content plausible, disguise the uncerlying purpose of ihu ,•xeicise, and create
a situation requiring the trainee to work toward an objective.

The apparent, or manifest, content of the scenes, representing inter-
action situations in advisory positions abroad, was developed from raw mnaterial
elicited through interviews with returned advisors. In the case of military per-
sonnel, these advisors had been assigned to various parts of the world to Mil;.tary
Assistance Advisory Croups (MAAGs). Missions, ani Mo'iile Training Teams.

Once the plausibility of scene material (fron. the point of view of the
participating trainee) was established, its underlying )r latent purpose of eliciting

runderlying cultural predispositions had to be assured. This purpose requires the
scene developer io juidge the state of sophistication of the trainee population with
"respect to the American assumptions and values under consideiation. That is.
he has to be able to predict to what extent Americans know they are American
in different areas of thinking, so as to exclude content the trainee is likely to
regard as acceptable and readily recognized differences.

Given a plausible role-playing scene and disguised underlv;iug pu.-pose,
one further refinement in scene development is necessary for succes.sful simu-
lation of intercultural phenomena. A technique must be devised whic., will
facilit-ate the orderly progress of the role-playing fr3rm behavioral givens ot the
situat!.n (which are necessary for warm-up and other mechanical functions) to
more personally meaningful cultural material. We found that providing a con-
crete problem on which the trainee must enlist the counterpart's cooperation
>atisfied this last requirement. For example, a specific prob],-m of lifting a
ban on large gatherings in the counterpart's village establisV.- - l link to the more
crucial issue of instituting open forums for free exchange of N iews, which then
precipitates the desired value contrast. Or, another .-xample, the requirement
of showing a ladership film leads to a discussion of leade-ship training,
which precipitates a contrast in notions of the origin and tiure of leader-
follower ;relations.

if the rationale of the scene is transparent, or if the manifest content is
irrelevant to his interests, or if the iole-playing task is undemanding, the trainee
may not behave spontaneously and with sufficient involvement to bring about a
,:onfrontation of underlying values and assumptions. Where training impact is
concerned, a detached intellectual discussion of cultural values is decidedly less
effective than the development of awareness of the assumptions underlying one's
own behavior as the latter unfolds spontaneously in a realistic situation. It is
or* 4hrough the commitment demanded by a "realistic task-oriented problem"
siLu,.ý_, that many trainees will confront and re-evaluate long-held assump-
tions and values about the nature of people and of the world.

A-in Example of Sc.ne Development

How a particular scene was developed to fulfill these criteria is illus-
trated by the following discussion. From interviews with returning military
advisors, it was ascertained that host-country counterparts frequently appro-
priated unit equipment for private use. This was. by their own admission,
frustrating for many American advisors. A scene written around the misuse of
unit equipment can be expected to evoke from the American trainee a considera-
ble sense of outrage and a vigorous defense of the distinction between public
and private property. This emotional investment energizes the role-playing
and sets the stage for a meaningful confrontation with the Contrast-American
position: that public and private property, relatively speaking, are of a similar
order and not readily distinguishable.
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The remaining requirement is that a concx,:te probil m be presented to
the trainee. The background materials explair that a movie projector, belong-
ing 4o the host country, but obtained with U.S. funds, was given to a senior officer
by the counterpart. The instructions specify that it is desirable, although not
critical, that the projector Lemain available to the advisor and his successors,
and that the advisor had in fact planned to show several good military films.

These instructions provide a mild incentive to the trainee to pursue
certain lines of action which might lead to the return of the equipment, but he is
not given legal authority to demand the projector or critical requirements that
it be returned. The net effect of this tactic is to initiate a discussion under the
impetus of the trainee's internalized cultural prc.hspositions, rather than under
an externally induced situational motivation.

Reducing Cultural Variation

In addition to attempting to bring out selected value- and assumption-
contrasts, each scene had to be developed to maximize the probability that the
trainee would respond f rom a modal American frame of refer ence rather than
in the form of a cultural variation. This was accomplished primarilyby avoiding
situations which elicit behavior that is atypical of the main stream ef American
patternc of thought and by creating personal involement through plausibility
of content, nontransparency, and the challenge of a problem. Success in delimit-
ing the phenomena that occur obiiates the embarrassment of cultural variations
while attending to the cultural commonalities that are the main focus of the
present training.

Variation in Settings

In the introductory background to the scenes, the identities of the
participants-the American advisor and his foreign counterpart-are established.
The roles and the setting can be varied: several settings have been developed.
including one for military advisors concerned with civic action, one for advisors
in combat units, one for Peace Corps Volunteers, and one for business managers.
They differ only in incidentals which define the identity of the participants. Thus
in a military plot Major Khan is the foreign counterpart, whereas in a business
plot Major Khan becomes Mr. Khan, who is identified as a local official of the
government. The versions do not differ with respect to the contrast of values
and assumptions they elicit.

This flexibility is illustrative of a point which is made repeatedly
throughout this report: the simulation exercise is an attempt to simulate inter-
cultural phenomena at the interpersonal level, not manifest behavior concerned
with specific professional, military, business, or other organizational or bureau-
cratic problems.

The Role and Performance of the Auxiliary

Since the American role-player has the initiative in the simulated encounter,
the burden on the counterpart is a relatively heavy one; therefore, a fatirly
extensive traininig program for role-playing auxiliaries must be undertaken.
The auxiliary must assess the stimuli provided by the trainee in terms of the
underlying values and assumptions. Once the trainee's behavior is properly
categorized, the auxiliary must mentally invoke the appropriate contrasting
value and assumption and then improvise a suitable response. The auxiliary's
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task is mnadeco_:deay easier, e oul -se if 1h,, ranapi Af values and assump-
tions which the American reflects are delimited by the background material.

In addition, the act~ons of the auxiliary must seem realistic to the trainee
even though the content of the Contrast-American culture is synthetic. The
auxiliary is aided by the trainee's perception that the auxiliary, like himself,
is a spontaneous role-player \who is similarly committed to a common task.

The auxiliaries used during the development of these exercises were foreign-
born non-Western students, who were attending U.S. universities. Their appear-
ance could not be readily typed as any one ethnic group or naiionality. The
training of the auxiliaries initially involved sensitizing them to their recent
Western cultural conditioning. Thereafter, it required semitherapeutic assist-
ance to identify and creatively use their own non-Western values and assumptions,
and guidance in suiting them to the synthetic values and assumptions they were
to assurne. They were then ready to add to their repertoire the additional cog-
nitivP requirements demanded by their respective Contrast-American roles.
The use of non-Western auxiliaries also has the advantage of lending plausibility
to the exercises. In addition to their physical appearance, their natural man-
nerisms, mode of moving, and linguistic (paralanguage) characteristics con-
tribute to realism.

An additional demand on the auxiliary is that he refrain from creating
rivalry by attempting to "win" the role-playing performance by making life diffi-
cult for the role-playing trainee. During the interaction, rivalry may occur, but
it should be derived from the difference in values and assumptions rather than
from the structural aspects of the role-playing situation. This situational corn-
petition stems largely from defensiveness and insecurity on ihe part of the
auxiliary before he has fully absorbed the Contrast-American frame of reference.
Once he feels secure in his role, much of the situational rivalry disappears.
"Feedback" and guidance on this aspect of his performance and reassurance that
"winning" the interplay is not the criterion of effective performance are helpful.

Example of a Simulation Dialogue

The following illustrative excerpt from one of the simulations is provided to
give the reader a better appreciation of the kind of interaction that is likely
to occur.

One of the scenes was designed around the topic of leadership. During one
of the simulations of this scene, Captain Smith, the American role-player, tried
to persuade the Contrast-American I, Major Khan, to take measures to improve
leadership in his battalion. Captain Smith found fault with some of the techniques
utilized bý some of Major Khan's second lieutenants.

American: And I know that.. . if they are allowed to continue, then
the efficiency in the duties that they're performing, or
their soldiers are performing. will be reduced.

Contrast-
American: What kind of duties are they performing which are not good?

A: They have an inability, I think, to communicate with tne
noncommissioned officers and to properly supervise the
accomplishment of the task. They almost have the attitude
that this work is the type of work which they should not take
part in; they should merely siand by and watch. I know you
have a big respect ior General George Washington and I
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should point out this example. One time during the War for
Independence, there was a sergeant with some artillery pieces
which were stuck. He was standing by, very neat and clean
in his uniform, cajoling his soldiers as they looked at him,
ana shouting for them to push harder to get this cannon out of
the mud. General Washington rode by on his horse, noticed
this situation and stopped. His rank was not showing, for he
had a large cape on over his uniform; it was rather cold
that day and had been raining. He asked the sergeant what
the problem was, and the sergeant told him, "Sir, the soldiers
cannot get this cannon out of the mud." Then General
Washington dismounted from his horse, walked over and
assisted the soldiers in pushing the cannon out. Afterward he
walked over to the sergeant and said, "Sergeant, tell your
commander that General Washington has assisted your men
in pushing the cannon from the mud."

CA: Yes.

A: He was willing to assist his men and do anything that they
were doing if it were really necessary.

CA: Perhaps if he were not in a disguise, not weari.ng a cape,
if he were in his uniform of a general, he would never have
come down from (dismounted from) the horse. He would
have waited there as a general.

A: I think-

CA: -people would have gotten extra energy while pulling that
cannon, they would have looked at him, that big, tall,
towering general sitting on a horse, they would have looked
at him and derived all inspiration and strength fr,:m him,
and then pulled out the cannon without his assistance. His
very presence would have been enough.

A: Perhaps this may have taken place. However, I think the
point that he was trying to make, the same point that I'm
trying to make, sir. is that many times the presence of
an exalted ruler or an officer is adeauate, but other times
it is not. As you have pointed out on several occasions, I
have assisted with my hands on this project, because the
situations there, I thought, just required help. I don't think
that it lowers the opinions of soldiers, of officers in the
eyes of soldiers, if the officer gives them some assistance
on occasion.

CA: Yes. I agree, but you see, Captain, one thing leads to
another. You start with a small thing. The moment we
resign to it, we say oh, it doesn't matter, it's such a
negligible thing. it won't make much damage to my soul,
my virtuous life. The moment you give in one place you
know, it grows. It grows, yes.

A: Do you think helping soldiers on occasion could perhaps
damage your virtuous life?
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CA: No, today you do that, tomorrow you do a larger concession
to something else, you lose your integrity and virtue as an
individual. You're not doing justice to your person, to
your position, to your status.

In the: next section this interaction is analyzed according to its most probable
cultural :,ssumptions.

TRAINING ADAPTATION OF SIMULATION EXERCISES

While some learning undoubtedly occurs during the simulation exercise
itself, some form of "feedback." guidance, or explanation is necessary for maxi-
mum learning. Of course, the simulation could be presented in a variety of ways.'

Format

The approach used in the current application of the simulation involved live
interaction, with the trainees participating as role-players (as previously
described) and/or as observers -f the role-playing. Attention was called to
what had occurred in the role-playing encounter through a post-simulation inter-
view with the trainee and, if viewed by an audience, an interview with the auxil-
iary. The intercultural phenomena of the interaction were then analyzed and
implications drawn for overseas performance.

When the simulation was viewed by an audience, an introduction was usually
provided. The introduction covered essential points on the mechanics of role-
playing and also attempted to sensitize trainees to the basic phenomenon of cul-
tural differences in values and assumptions.

The interviewing of participants in the role-playing exercise was an espe-
cially important component of the format. The interviewer probed for motives,
intents, judgments, and affective responses-first the American's and then
separately the "foreigner's" -occurring in the encounter. The auxiliary
remained in role, answering questions as if he were actually reflecting on his
encounter with the American advisor. Frequently, the interview interaction
provided examples of cultural assumptions and values as fruitful as the simu-
lation dialogue itself.

The example dealing with George Washing.on on a horse will serve to illus-
trate the nature of the interviewing. The first objective of the interviewer was
to elicit from the American participant his perception of his counterpart: how he
perceived the rationale and motives of Major Khan when the latter commented
on George Washington's behavior. The next phase of the interviewing was to
elicit an evaluation by the American of his own accomplishments. in the specific
"episode, for example, the American was asked to evaluate the effect of the story
of George Washington on Major Khan. Did it make its point? Was it convincing?
At a more general level, the participant was also asked to evaluate Major Khan
and to predict how he would be able to work with him in the future. Finally. the
American would be asked to place himself in Major Khan's shoes, and describe
the situation, the events that transpired, and himself as he believed Major Khan
perceived him. A similar interview was then held with Major Khan, who main-
tained his assigned Contrast-American role.

'1=um1RO W1ork Unit COPE ha, as its objective tIe development of pro-rmned audi,-visua| instruction
based on the simulation exercises.
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The last stage of each simulation involved an analysis and synthesis. The
events occurring in the slmi,•ation and elaborated in the interview were analyzed
in terms of the concepts on which the Contrast-American culture had been built.
The episode of George Washington helping the sergeant, for example, was inter-
preted as reflecting the trainee's (and Washington's) commitment to get a job
done. The trainee's point in using the story was that a job had to be done and
that George Washington, being a good leader, was willing to assist in the opera-
tion. Among other things, the story illustrates doing, the American belief in
the value of activity. The story, as told, also illustrates the American emphasis
on equality, rather than status, and the depersonalized characteristics of American
culture; namely, leadership is part of getting a job done, not part of a person's
essential nature.

In the perception of the Contrast-American the situation looked quite dif-
ferent. The first response of Major Khan was acquiescence to the American,
but he quickly interjected a personalized frame of reference into the episode;
namely, how strong George Washington was. This focus on the "man" (as opposed
to the "job") was rejected by the American, who attempted to redirect the con-
versation to the need for assistance. As the American persisted in pursuing his
point, Major Khan revealed a position clearly different from that of the American,
a position which, in fact, agreed with the conduct of the sergeant. At this point,
then, a contrast between the two views on leadership became more overt.

For the American, a leader is a person who does certain things; he partici-
patc.s, demonstrates, and instructs. For the Contrast-American, leadership is
a state of being; the effect of the leader on his men coming from inspiration of
his status rather than from participation-he orders, he does not necessarily
do. Implicit in this view of leadership is the idea that a man Is born a leader
and not made so by virtue of training or acquired skill.

The nature of the analysis and synthesis is best guided by what emerges in
the scene itself. The elaboration and incisiveness of the analysis attempted
depends largely on the judged level of sophistication of the class of trainees and
the skill of the interpreter in perceiving the values and assumptions underlying
the interaction.

Possible Negative Trainee Reaction

The requirement that the trainee adjust, innovate, or simply cope with issues
in the simulation exercises, without prior indoctrination or guidelines for behav-
ior, has been observed to evoke defensiveness and rationalized denials of the
relevance or validity of the exercises. This reaction is to be expected since the
earlier stages of learning typically involve an unfreezing of habitual ways of
perceiving that the trainee has depended upon throughout his lifetime. Since the
training exercises question the absolutism of these perceptions, it is not sur-
prising that he becomes somewhat emotional and anxious.

Among the comments and criticism that can be expected are "Language is
really the important thing," "This guy can't be for real," "These exercises are
artificial," "The room is rot conducive to the necessary atmosphere," and "He
speaks English too well." Although all of these arguments contain a partial
truth, the fact that they are marshalled at all may be interpreted to mean that
a confrontation has taken place. Given the difficult and challenging nature of
the experience and the hirgh involvement of participants making these kinds of
comments, the comments seem to represent a form of insurance against failure.

In another form of defensiveness, the auxiliary may be perceived by the
trainee as harboring porsonal antagonism toward him. While the manifest
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behavior may 'legitimately" be perceived this way by the culturally insensitive
observer, any competition or hostility in the exercise actually stems from cul-
tural underpinnings, not from individual efforts to create difficulty or gain advan-
tage over the trainee.

in one irtensive training effort with a small number of military volunteers.
all of whom were participating role-players, the trainees were allowed during
an early stage of the exercises to ventilate defensive reactions such as those
described. The trainer avoided challenging the statements but acknowledged
the stressful nature of *he encounter. Gradually the tenor of the comments and
the overall attitude toward the exercise changed markedly. Some rather sheep-
ishly admitted that it was "tough going." others said that it would certainly be
too much for "naive second lieutenants" (the trainees were all the rank of captain
or above), and btill others acknowledged that they were taking the problems home
with them. One trainee admitted that he had had an argument with his wife
because she had questioned the credibility or a "non-Western" who spoke such
fluent English. Also, at least one trainee held informal discussions with friends
and associates (including his superior officer) on how to approach his counter-
part in the simulations.

When the simulation is presented before a group of trainees with only one or
two members of the class actually playing a role, additional issues of group
response must be considered. The audience may identify solely with the "dis-
advantaged" American role-player and perceive no integrity in the Contrast-
American role, or the audience may identify with the "unsophisticated" foreg'er
at the mercy of the "advanced" American. Either identification, i' exclusive,
tends to destroy a major training purpose of the simulation: to examine the cul-
tural predispositions of an American while simultaneously drawing attention to
the potential hazards underlying intercultural communication,
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Part III

PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF TRAINING EFFECTS

DESCRIPTION OF CRITERION MEASURES

The rationale behind the selection of criteria and criterion measures 1vas
set forth in Part I. As explained there, it seemed necessary and feasible to use

interim, rather than ultimate or field criterion measui'es. Also, since the goal

of training was limited to the intercultural and interpersonal aspect of individual
performance, it was desirable to limit the criteria to the more-or-less system-

atic constructs toward which the training was dire ýted. Cultural awareness
was deemed to be an appropriate partial criterion; this included both awareness

of one's own cultural values and assumptions and awareness of the cultural
values and assumptions underlying the behavior of others.'

Four scales were developed to measure these facets of cultural awareness.2

Test A A 30-item, multinle-choice test of cultural awareness as

measured by ability to identify the values and assumptions
behind stated acts or beliefs of a foreigner (Contrast-American).

Test B A 16-item, multiple-choice test of cultural awareness as meas-

ured by ability to predict the behavior of a foreigner (Contrast-
American) in the context of interaction between the foreigner
and arn American.

Test C A test of knowledge of American predispositions as measured
by ability to identify typical American characteristics on a
29-item adjective checklist.

Test D A 20-item scale of affective reaction to American and Contrast-

American orientations as measured by social or attitudinal
preferences toward people holding certain cultural values

and assumptions.
In Table 3, the analytic categories of awareness--cognitive, conative, and

affective-that are measured in each test are identified.
Test A requires the trainee to select the most likely explanation for a Ptated

behavior by a "foreign" counterpart. The trainee is instructed to assume that
the counterpart is a hypothetical foreign person whose thinking differs most
widely from that of Americans. AT. example of one of the questions is:

X\ (foreign) counterpart probabl. reacts best to advice
(a) %%hich stresses facts and figures about concrete issues.
(b) %hich is %%ell embedded in a discussion.
(c) %hich is carefu!l1 offered ;n terms of 'opinion" rather than 'fact.'
(d) u~hich clearl% indicates the direction in uhich he is to mo~e.

'It is acknouledged that learning probabl% occurred during the training exercise -which might be described
as %%ell In other constructs. e.g.. capaciti. for learning overseas. non-ethnocentrism. abilit% to postpone evai-
untive judgment. or flexibilit%. %lost of thiese constructs o~eriap %%ith cultural auareness.

*Additional instrument, predicting lte most tapical and the most appropriate behasior response" of
Americans in the simulation are under demelopmen; or are being planned. "'he% uill serxe to round out the
paper-and-pencill testing.
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I
Teble 3

Categories of Awareness Measured by Criterion Tests

Analytic Category of Awaceness

Cultural Awareness Cognitive Conative Affective

(Percep:ion) (Motive-Behavior) (Emotion)

American Awareness Test C Test Da

Other Awareness "rest A Test B Test D

'The American pant cf Test D was regarded more as a marker variable to help
in interpretation than as a criterion measure; the direction of desired response
is unknown.

The correct answer (b) is the one considered to contrast maximally with the
assumptions and values of American culture. The opposite of the American's
direct, explicit, and impersonal approach to work is an indirect. discursive, per-
sonalized approach in which work commitments are indistinguishable from social
commitments. The other alternatives represent varying degrees of Wes*ern cul-
tural commitments. Response (a), for example, taps Western emphases on con-
crete operational definitions of phenomena ("statistics") which frequently become
confused with the phenomena themselves. Response (d) on the other hand, high-
lights the notion of implementation, a pervasive habit of thoug •- for Westerners,
whose self-images are so habitually tied to progress and accomplishment.

Test B' is similar to Test A but is more behaviorally directed. It consists

of predicting a Contrast-American's reactions it the context of an ongoing inter-
action. This test is a running narrative of a sirnijlated live cross-cultural
encounter, appropriately broken at intervals where the auxiliary gave a signifi-
cant Contrast-American response. The trainee is instructed to select, from four
alternatives, the actual response the foreigner has made. The following is an
example of an item:

Foreign counterpart: Well, you see our training comes from the instructors. The instructors
know everything.

American: If the people have at,y questions while they're being trained, Ido]
they ask the instructor?

Foreign counterpart:

Alternative e: No. the foremen ask the questions. When the people are giving them
good answers, they know it's time to give more instruction.

Alternative b: We take care to select our people properly. We see to it that what they
have done before makes them already familiar with the kind of work %%e
are training them to do.

Alternative c: You see, we have only a limited time to give them instruction .. . with
these conditions it is more important to dispense information than to
answer questions..

Alternative d: I don'. think they would have any qu.stions because the instructors tell
them all they need to know. The instructors give them all the training
they need. Why should there be any questions?

Alternative d is the correct response, contrasting fully with the Western
idea of student-centered education. Encouraging active student participation
and possible student criticism, which blurs the status differences between stu-
dent and teacher, is not countenanced in the traditional non-Western world.

'Developed by -lartin Sternin in a.sociation with the authors.
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Aliernaii\e a Suggtsts a ,•-ui, sud i-zstru.ion pi-oportionate 'to the students,

rate of absorption and alternative b, a selection process reflecting training
accomplishment. Both are within the Western band of the spectrum of cultural
assumptions and values. Alternative c acknowlclges the precedence of
information-imparting over question-asking, but cites a Western criterion of
time limitation as a justification.

Test C was designed to measare the accuracy of the trainee's image of
Americans. It consists of a checklist with 29 adjectives, suggesting 16 Western
and 13 non-Western characteristics. Examrles of Western traits included are
operational, individualistic, and concrete; of non-Western, harmonizing, intuitive.
and personalizing. Each adjective was rated on a six-point scale from "very
like" to "very unlike." However, accuracy in judging the typical American
characteristic was computed by adding any "like" ratings (scale categories 1
to 3) on Ikestern traits to any "unlike" ratings (scale categories 4 to 6) on non-
\\estern traits. As can be seen, the instrument is conceptually distinct from
the previous two, which focused on awareness of "foreign" (i.e., Contrast-
American) bchavior and assumptions.

A fourth instrument, Test D, measures affective associations to American
and Contrast-American assumptions and values which a:e presented as stimuli
in a format like that used in a sncial-distance scale (Triandis and Hall, 28).
The scale requires the tra;nee to declare his attitude (on 17 statements rePect-
ing the extent to which he is willing to become personally involved in different
types of relationships) toward hypothetical stimulus persons holding each of
20 stated positions.I Part of Test D is reproduced in Appendix B.

An example of a stimul s statement with an underlying American assump-
tion (not identified as such) is "A person who holds that the lessons of life are
best learned from contacts with people of one's own age group." The statement
reflects the American value of peer relations as a socializing influence and
egalitarianism as a way of life. A stimulus statement involving a Contrast-
American assumption (not identified as such) would be "A person %%ho holds that
to judge an issae by popular vote is to sacrifice the opportunity to determine
right from wrong." This statement is an expression of the assumption that
truth resides in specified roles or certain conditioned states of mind and is
not likely to emerge from consensus, and further that it is absolute as distinct
from the relative working-type truth from which the American frequently operates.

The trainee was asked about his attitude toward or willingness to associate
with each stimulus "person" under different circumstances (these formed sub-
questions to each stimulus item). Examples of the type of association are "would
or would not invite this person to my club," "would or would not be partners
with this person in an athletic game," arn. "would or would not be on a first-name
basis with this person."

The American items were included as a marker variable rather than as a
criterion variable. It was anticipated chat change or lack of change in the
American items might help in the interpretation of any change in the Contrast-
American items.Z

'Each of the 20 stimulus items contain 17 differcnt statements (reflecting social distance) or. which each
stimulus *persor.' is to be rated. Three of these statemernts were not used in the final scoring because the
direction of the affective association -as ambiguous.

'it i3as also antic:pated that the score on the American items cculd serve as a base line that would
enebce one to derive a 'prejudice' score that would remove indi.idital differences in the tendency tu express
generally favoral'e reactions to other people. Attempts to correlate individuel differences between the level
of affection (willingness to associate) on the American's part and the !evel the Contrast-Anierican's part
failed to vie!d any pro1,ising results. l!ote~ er, the sample itas for only 17 trainees.
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1•.:IIAAIIII.ITY OF CItIT1;IUON MEASURES

Investigations as to the reliability of the four scales were conducted on
three samples: middle-level executives of tile Westinghouse Corporation who
were in the midst of an intercultural training course (discussed in tile following
section). Peace Corps trainees in the early stages of training, and Army officers
taking the psychological operations course at Fort Bragg. North Carolina.

Two types of reliahility coefficients for the four scales are shown in Table 4.
In general, the internal consistency (split-half) is moderate to good; an exception
is Test I1 on one of the two samples. Tile split-half coefficients for Test I)
represent correlations between two sets of stimulus statements, each statement
having been scored by averaging across tile 17 subparts of each item (stimulus
statement); the high split-half reliability is doubtless due, in part, to greater
consistency frtom this averaging and i.iso, probably, to response sets carried
from itemii to item. Test-retest reliability ranges from .t0 to wA, suggesting
stability of scores over time for a variety of time intervals.

Table 4

Reliability Data for the Three Samples

•'A .A nli ollh"I ,. 111-414-. (G w•lm l14-av 'e (:Ilrlv. Y owil llraiggl W eNlinlluh m ."
(5 dily-4) (3 we'eks) (7-I) momth.4)N. . - .. , ...... ,

T'es.t .0. 6.1s (N 17) 0.18 (N .12) 0.7:3 (N 42) 0.67 (N 6:1) 0.72 (N - 22)
'let Ii 0.21 (N t-,) 0.611 (N -12) 0.61 (N -12) 0.60 (N -22)

'I'V.41 C 0.67 (N 46) 0. 19 (N -42) 0.69 (N Q2) 0.61 (N -22)
h'l',. I)

Aiwri c'ait 0,) 1 (N "- 29) 0.88 (N 22)

Amnci 'w (0.()I (N 20) 0.1, (N 22)

"C(irruted ii l liv die Sjivariil w- Ilrow i nnni i,

While reliability data are favorable, the scales must continue to be regarded
as in the development stage. Efforts to explore the meaning and reliability of
these scales are continuing.

PREIEI•MINAR.Y ASSESSMENT OF THE SIMULATION EXERCISES

Although both the criterion measures and the simulation exercises were
still somewhat in the developmental stage, it seemed desirable to make a tenta-
tive evaluation of the effects of simulation exercises. The opportunity arose
when the University of Pittsburgh Graduate School of Public and International
Affairs undertook the development and operation of an innovative intercultural
training program for middle-level executives of the Westinghouse Corporation.

Assessment of this training group was recognized as a short-run contri-
bution to ongoing research, rather than an attack on some of the more formi-
dable problems in the measurement of training effects or in substantive issues
in training per se. The assessment was also a preliminary evaluation from
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whiea only tenta•ive conclusions could be drawn. The sample size was small

(35 men in t\o groups), many desirable experimental controls were not

achievable %% ithout excessive effort, and the criterion tests had not been inde-,
pendently validated.

"'rainces and Procedure

The Westinghouse executives were selected becadse of a high probability
that they would eventually be sent overseas, bu: few knew where they might go.

Only a few had already had overses experience.
Tests were administered to the participants in two different training pro-

grams, one in 1965 and one in 1966. Tests A, B, and C were administered three

times in each of t\•o training programs, once before tL'ý simulation exercises
(but following two or three weeks of other forms of training), once immediately
after the exercises, and again after a lapse of either 9 months or 21 months.

Test 1) as administered only to trainees in the 1966 program. These four tests

provided the before-and-after measures of assessment. In addition, two per-

sonality scale., measuring authoritarianism and Machiavellianism (described
more fully below) were provided to allow some probing of individual response
patterns and potential.

The overall three- or four-week training program made use of a variety of
methods but was directed toward more effectihe intercultural communication.

Instruction includeJ modified sensitivity trainiig, filmns, discussions, role-
playing, case s, lies, practical exercises, and lectur-es covering topics such as
perception, psycnological phenomena anticipated overseas, business practices,

health, and foreign policy (see Rich, 29, for description). Programs for the two
years were quite comparable, although some modiiications were made. The

simulation exercises were introduced toward the end of the programs. A total

of approximately 12 hours, over a three- or four-day period, was devoted to the

simulation exercises. Testing consumed ar additional three hours.
Some trainees were participants and observers; about two-thirds were

observers only. The format used was similar to that previously described in
the section on development of the simulation. A trainee received the background

materials when he agreed to be it participant. He then assumed the role of tie
American while others observed. Two Contrast-American auxilia-ies were

used, one taking the Contrast-American I role in five scenes and the other auxil-

iary the Contrast-American II role in two of the same scenes. Role-playing
trainees were also changed with each scene. After each of the role-playing
scenes ended, interviews were held and analYsir and synthesis unde, zaken. The
audiencE was free to ask questions of the training staff, role-playing paitici-
pants, or auxiliaries; a semistructured group discussion was encouraged.

An effort was made to maintain uniforn, conditions in the two training pro-
grams, conducted a year apart. Sequence and choice of scee.es played, relative

amount of time devoted to role-playing and discussion, and the stable auxiliaries

and trainers involved v.ere all kept constant. It must be remembered, however.
that the simulation training consisted of spontaneous role-playing on the part of

the American trainee, and his approach determined to a large degree the speci-

fics of the counterpart's responses.

Changes in Scores Following Simulation Training

The pre- and post-training results from Tests A, B, and C for the 1965 and

1966 groups combined are presented in Table 5. The theoretical range of scores
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Table 5

Change in Thýst Scores as a Function of Trainir~g, Tests A-ýC

Netti;t 1. .511.5 :3 7 6.8 2.5 20 2 3.1

Jter Iramling 3.-) '20.-1 2 9 10 1 1.-8 21.7, 2

.4tr training -17.9 1.7 9.1) 0.8 t1. 3.0

c raining 15 17.5 3.0 9.2 3.0 21.3 2.7

Sifile, 1 ime2  38 6-1 H.6` 2.-5*

Shile' -Liinie. 6 .11 2.0 1.3
file'-finwle 11 0.5 2.8' 1.9

I ime,-I im 6 I A 3. 1. 0.6

t 111ei-flne.5 1.8 1.2

I I)va s1 .0O1 Indicte. 1. 07'.
For Tt-1 C. N - I31. dff 33.

for Test A is 0 to 30. for Test 13, 0 to 16; ano for Test C. 0 to 29. For each test.

the higher the score the better the performance. The data show significant and,

for Tests A and B3, fairly sizable average increments in learning immediately

after training (Time, - Time.). There is also a statistically significant change

in the sco.-s on Test C, but the level of significance is not as great as on
Tests A and B.

Since there was no control gro~ip, the alternate explanation that the incre-

ments are due to instrument sensitization or "practice effects" deserves some

atten~tion. For Test A, test-retest data three wt:ýeks apart on a sample of 52
Fort Bragg psychological operations studn~tts yielded virtu-.-1ly identical mean

performances. Orn a sample of 12 Peace Corpf trainees who received all -hree

scales at five-day intervals, however~. slight but statistically significant gains

w.ere noted on Trests A and B. Performance on Test C remained unchanged. One

also cannot definittcly tile out the effects of simultaneous events, but this possi-1I biliLv is lessened by the fact that other principal training blocks in the programn
did not occuir between testings. Consequently, it seemed relatively sa"V to c:nn-

elude, despite the ab;;ence c' a control group, that chiang-s in test scores are a
result of thle simulation training.

Performance scoresi for the three tests either 9 months or 21 month.; af-er

training are -,!so shown ii. Table 5. At, the third testing (9 or 21 months later)

thae direction of 'he scores still indicates better performance than the original

levels (Time1 ), but they also rcflect a loss of learning from the level achieved

at the end of training (Tinme,). In some instances those changes are statistically
significant, in others they are not. In Test A both learning and learning loss

appear to be mot e subject to change.
Trhe one remaining tEst, Test D, is intereleo to measure affective reactioi-s

to Aiiierican and Contract- American values and assurn ,io~ns. With a Lmited

sampale of 17 (the !966 group) the test yields a statistical!-. nsignificant tr-mnd
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triward more positive feelings toward persons holding Contrast-American posi-
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was at almost identical levels before and after training.
The insignificant amount of change on the Contrast-American part of Test D

may mrean that the instrument is not particularly sensitive to change. On the
other hiand, it may mean that emotional reactions to cultural values and assump-
tions are not inclined to show change with a mere three or four days of training.

Whichever interpretation prevails, the instrument may still hold promise
as a covert measure of emotional feelings toward cultural values and assumptions.
Although pretesting indicated that the cultural identity of the statements was not
at all apparent, test responses indicated that trainees expressed preference for
closer association with persons holding American assumptions than with persons
holding the Contrast-American values (t = 7.4. df = 16, < .0001). However, the
picture is further complicated by a correlation of .85 between the two parts
(American and Contrast-American) of the scale; this sugpests consistent individ-
ual differences and response sets to accept or reject statements irrespective of
their cultural source.

Relationship Between Scores Before and After Training

What relationship can be demonstrated between performance on tests either
before or after the training input? It will be recalled that Test A is geared to
a logical-cognitive level -f lear-ing in the context of assumptions underlying
"foreign" behavior, Test. B to concrete-behavioral prediction of 1.ht. p,'obable
foreign response to an American response, Test C to colniti-,e awareness con-
cerning representative Americans, and Test D to an asscssn~ent of affective
reactions to both American ani Contrast-American v-iues and assumptions.

Correlations of the scores obtained on these te•As are presented in Table 6.
Scores were standardized to equate 1965 and 1.69 groups. All correlations
involving pretraining scot es and "amount learned" are partial correlations
between the pretraining and posttraining scores with the contribution of the
pretraining scores removed. Correlations Letween "amount learned" on two
different tests are second-order partial cor: elations between posttraining
scores with the effect of pretraining scores ±emoved.'

Only cne (orrelation between pretraining scores is statistically significant,
suggesting that Test C measures a different dimension than Test A or B. 1
significant and fairly substantial correlation (.55) exists between Test A an,-
Test B, suggesting a relationship between cognitive- anid behavioral-level esLi-
mates of awareness when exploring pre-existing awareness of "foreign"
(Contrast- American) predispositions. The relationship indicates that abstract
cognitive awareness of cultural phenomena to some exte it goes hand-in-hand
with ability to predict sF-cific Lehaviors in intercultural situations. However.
the coeresponding correlation with reference to the amount learned during
training (-.1.) is in the opposite direction (although not statistically significant),
suggestihq, that the traimng-induced learning need not conform to 'he same
pattern as "hat of existing (prior) levels of awareness.

"past studies ha~e shoin that variance due to induced change is often unstable either o~er time or
bet%%een items at a.% one time. Such unreliabilit, can lraslicall reduce the Si7Ce of corelaticns %-it!% other
%ariables. sincc the outsile limit of correlation betueen to xariables us the square root of the produt1 of
the r reliabilities. The use of partial correlations eliminates some of the methodological problems assaciated
wiA66 'hange scor.-, (30). but partial correlations themseikcs dt-nand care in interpretation.
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Interco rrelation of Pretrcining and Post~rc fling Scores'

~ ~ i Amer text ContrawAiric anzj~

SX0 v tan Seere L~e.ned tretainling 1 Pnont iretraining A~iaoiit

Pretrain mug
St )re 0.5 5 -0.171 0.17 0.23 0. Q 0.38 0.16 0.09

Aarount
L~earnedl -0.23 -0.19 0.03 G-37, 0.08 -0.22 0.03 -0.08

l'est It
Pretramining

St ore ~ -0 ;1 0.01 0.38 0.241 0.20 0.07

Lecarned 0.00 0 21 -0.171 O.2; -0.16 (1.2 t
le'st C.

Premr.xining
Sr ,we -0.04 0.0S 0.041 0,12

kr,*unt

Searirncd -0.11 - 0 M -.0-314

',.50 e~nc-fierei,i ar Pero correlIation%. Corr.-.atieats in the. 'asnonmt leamned" column or ro%% are fitri- or
secondr-crder partin.. correlation., sub postirarin~rg -.ieres adjusted fo, Ie~(I -f th(. resp.-( thle iretrainhing -Acres.S

mOr.dteates p, .01: * mndweatrs p -_
b'Sam~pI,. size %aries. being 34 or 35 wime,, Te-;t A. BI. and C are in~oved and 16 o- IT when T"~ 1) i, invoI~ed.

In addition. df dep- nds, upon tshvth,-r thi- voexff~ivint is. a zero order. firmt,3rde: pantial. or :neLon !-d- partial.

There is evidence (second-ordei- partial correlation of .37) of soxcne covari-
aiion between training- indticrA learning on Test A and on Test C (but little rela-
tionship [r = .717 for the corresponding pretraining Scores). This cc rrelation

(_< .05) supports the previously stated hypothesis of a reciprocal relationship
betwe,,en developing cultural self -av.-arenes-- and developing awareness of other
cultures. Since the assumption of reciprocity remains a key integraitive ,oncept
in the current approach to training, it rOeserves to be assayed more systemati-
cally in futuire wiork.

Test ID, designed to assess emotional dispositions rather than "content"
learn-Ing, yielded inocuieand rather arabiguous results. Wilh the sa..-Die
of only 17. the rtability of these findings cannot be assared and the prudent
course would he to postpone any judgment.

Personality Correlates of Culture Awareness Scores

Two standard scales were included to permit exploration into personality
factors related to criterion perr--rmance. These were a 20-it~em versiotn of th
Californ~ia F (authoritarianism) scale measuring tendencies toward antidemo-
cratic thinking, and a 20-itemn Machisavellianism scale (items derived from the
writings of Niccolo Machiavelli) measuring attitudes syinpathie~ic to the imper-
sonal ma.iipulation of peopie without regard to ethical considerations.'

'Both scales are ccuraerbaiance~i ;.)r acquiescent response tendencies and ha~e be, mide a' .:ilab~e in
iheir cuTrren form h- Richnrd Chr5'tit,. of Columbia C:niversity.
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The correlations of the scores on these two personality scales with the
cultural-awareness scores on Tests A. B. C. and D are oiven in Table 7- A'_
correlations are based on standardized scores. The correlations with the post-
training scores are first-order partial correlations with the effects of the
respective pre-training scores removed.

Table 7

Personali,'y Correlates of Cultural Awareness Scoresa.b

Test A Tent B T'.C TestD
(N=34) (XN-31) (XT,33) (N 17)

IIPersonality Scale re I Ar-m r- herican [Contr"s-4znericau

Pr. - Amount T . I Amou"re 1 Amount
training l, ._n traini:g P'e e Pre-

.d~mon _d g. eat AmountSore e S .ore training .ore out training .. anon
I _ * Score It ed Scorec ere

Authoritarinnism -0.35" -0.32 0.09 O.;t -M:.3 -0.09 -0.-25 -0.15 -0.22 -0.14

\lachiavelhanism -0.13 0.12 -0.39* -0.24 0.17 0.01 -0.15 0.09 -0.27 -0.11

aThe correlates are Pezrson correlations; cerr.iatirons ,hth *amount learned* are fir.•-order partiai cotrea-

tions %ith the p;..3ttraining scores adiusted !or leve! of the respective pretraining scores.i,.indi'.", s p<.05.

The results appear to confirm the notion that persona.ity dispositions having
a str'-•g perceptual-interpersonal component are involved in intercultural per-
cepti,-." Eight out of the 10 pre-training correlations with authoritarianism and
Machiavellianism are negative, two significantly. Although these correlations
are not large, the pattern of correlation for th'. i2a5 nad i966 samples, com-
puted eparately (excluding Test D, which waE administered to only ene sample),
was observed to be fairly similar.

The two significant correlations are between Test A and authoritarianism
and between Test B and Machiavellianism. (The pattern remained when inter-
correlations were done within samples.) This suggests that authoritarian atti-
tudes (but not Machiavellian ones) are a liability in intercultural tasks requiring
awareness at the abstract cognitive level, and Machiavellian attitudes (but not
authoritarian ones) are a liability in ability to predict specific behavior in an
intercultural situation. In this instance, both tasks were c -erned with the
same basic material. An expla:.ation of why each persona..-.Y measure corre-
lates differently with Test A than with Test B is not readily apparent.

Subjective Trainee Reaction

Trainee responses to anonymous questionnaires and to interviews following
the simulation exercise were strongly favorable. Fifteen trainees out of 17, for
example, regarded the exercise as useful (two were unsure) and 14 out of 17
indicated it was challenging. Numerous other f--orable comments such as "this
really gave the rest of the program meaning" or "tremendous impact" were made.
Similar reactions were given after the exercises were tried out before various
Peace Corps, business, and military audiences in the Washington area, although
the favorableness of the reaction was rarely unanimous. In general, the reac-
tions were more positive when the au dience had had prior instruction in the
intercultural aspects of overseas work.
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DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

VARIATIONS IN CONDUCT OF TRAINING

The intercultural simulation exercises offer considerable flexibility and
versatility as a training technique. For example, they may be used as a dra-
matic beginning designed to "unfreeze" the trainee and set the stage for future
learning. .The primary intent of such an approach would be to increase his aware-
ness of the possible limitations of -is own cultural frame of reference and of
the possibility of alternative ways of perceiving a situation.

At a much later stage of training, the simulation can serve as a behavioral
"testing ground" and as an opportunity to achieve greater integrat;on of knowl-
edge ("refreezing"). This stage involves two types of inputs. One consists of
the opportunity to experiment behavioi ally and the other a greater under.tanding
of the conceptual framework and ramifications of the cognitive variables being
simulated. Exposure to alternative values and assumptions, together with dimen-
sions that can be used to understand them, yields more transculturally valid
perceptual sets (assumptions). This is especially true if the trainee has the
opportunity to experience the "alternative" culture behaviorally, as in a role-
playing exercise, as well as intellectually.

The level of interpretation of the simulation may also vary. For some role-
players and observers, fo: example, the simulation is best considered as a
practice or familiarization exercise, since the ambiguities and cognitive abstrac-
tions involved may make intellectual or emotional demands beyond their capa-
bility. For cptimal training benefits, however, the trainee experiences a series
of cognitive confrontations which, throug.- a gradual loosening of cultural and
personal moorings, lead to a more genuine acceptance of the relativism of
American cultural values and assumptions. This process car be a taxing
emotional exper ence. Uncertainty, doubt, and anxiety are familiar accompa-
niments, as are heiphtened vigilance and awareness.

Under these conditions, the postsimulation analysis takes on added impor-
tance. It appears imperative that a receptive individual ("interpreter") be
ava.lable to assist the trainee to cope with his emotional reactions to his expe-
rience. In a sense, the interpreter must serve also as a cultural link between
the trainee and the counterpart, providing the trainee with a sounding board for
his interpretations and reactions. This does not mean that the interpreter
should pass direct judgment on such comments; usually a deeper involvement in
the simulation is generated when prescriptions are avoided.

How, then, can the interpreter function to allow the trainee to get maximum
benefit from the simulation experience? The answer lies in the analyzer's
ability to induce the trainee to examine cru'ýial bits of intercultural behavior
and in encouraging cultural reality-testing during su.sequent exercises. In this
way, the trainee is led through cultural material at the depth and pace of which
he is capable. Inferences drawn from the interaction are offered to the trainee
ac:!ording to his willingness to accept the integrity of the simulated behavior and
his dermonstrated need for c',dif-cation. It should be clear from these comments
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that the interoreter must sive careful attention to the trainee's emotional

state, particularly his morale and resistance to change.
With sustained exposure to the simulation exercises, a balanced cognitive-

affective approach must be assumed-that is, cultural attitudes or opinions must
be seen in the context of a dynamic functioning personality. This notion of the
motivational context of attitudes is not novel, having been emphasized by several
writers in the last decade (e.g., Sarnoff and Katz, 31; Smith, Bruner, and White, 32).

Yet a third variation in the use of simulation devolves around the engage-
ment of single or multiple Contrast-American roles. Repeated meetings with a
single Contrast- American role-player establishes a continuity of events and
experiences. An increase( interpersonal involvement is generated, with an
attending sense of obligation and responsibility to an individual. However
instead of playing out the scenes with a single counterpart, a trainee can be
exposed to two (or perhaps more) contrast roles for a particular scene before
moving on to the next scene. This procedure tends to throw the cultural dimen-
sions into relief. By establishing a second point of reference in one's "concep-
tual space ' *he technique facilitates the relativistic interpretation of American
predisposit.ons. it would appear that sacrifice of the advantages of the single-
role approach would be justified when dhe simulation exercises are to be done
before an audience. It may also be preferred in other situations, but such judg-
ments must await actual experience with the rolas used in this way.

Finally, variations in sequence and timing of scenes are possible. For
example, a single scene can be played several times, the numbe- and frequency
of meetings being at the discretion of the trainee. This techniqLe should give
the trainee more of an opportunity to show concrete signs of bridging the gap
between himself and his counterpart, that is. to act on his emerging understanding
of the "foreign" culture. The particular "solutions" developed by the trainee
might be of interest in themselves as examples of superior adaptations.

Another alternate is to give all six scenes to the trainee at the beginning
and permit him to determine his own overall strategy. Thi-, variation would
significantly increase the burden on the auxiliary, who would i:aVe to be piepared
to offer contrast to a wide assortment of assumptions derived fro.- any of the
six scenes or combinations of them. However, the role-playing would probably

em more realistic, and effective integrative approaches to the problem may
be developed by some trainees.

INTEGRATION OF SIMULATION EXERCISES INTO
A TOTAL AREA TRAINING PROGRAM

Conventionally. area training includes a wide range of different types of
instruction: reading assignments and lectures on the political organization,
historical developmc-nt, and geography, and foreign-language training. Simulation
is intended as a supplement to such programs. Far from replacit g other elements.
the simulation is probably most effective when used in careful conjunction with
other techniques and training inputs. For example, the simulation may serve
as a colorful opening demonstration to pique curiosity for subsequent more
systematic learning, or it may be used to illustrate or integrate lecture or other
area-content material.

Based on limited attempts, it seems that one of the most satisfactory com-
binations of training techniquee is that of linking the simulation experience with
some other training oriented to human relations, such as sensitivity training.
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[ One purpose of sensitivity training is to increase awareness and diagnostic
skills on the n, ,i,. of int+,rprrs.nn rrnmtnunication irrespective of specific
content. The cultivation of such an analytic perspective to-ard group or inter-
personal communication tends to facilitate objective and unprejudiced assess-
ment of cultural as well as noncultural cues. Furthermore, the "sensitized"
participants can seize upon the simulation exercises as an opportunity to try
out their new-found capacities for human relations analysis on evoca.+ve cul-
tural material.
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Appendix A

BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR ROLE-P'.AYER

We are asking you to act as an Army advisor assigned to a aon-Western
country to advise and assist the indigenous military on several high priority
missions. You are Captain Smith. battalion advisor to the 1st Battalion, 2nd Reg-
ii ient, 3rd Division, and are assigned to the 3rd Division Advisory Detachrr -nt.

Your predecessor in this position, a Captain Jones, was the first American
advisor in this battalion. He was in the country for eight months.

We have arranged for a foreigner to play the part of your counterpart-the
battalion commander-in this non-Western country You will be meeting with
this man, whom you may call Major Khan, several times to discuss problems
and issues which are outlined in the following pages. Generally all the facts
provided for you on the following problems and issues (except for your briefing)
are available to your counterpart as well.

BRIEFING

The advisory effort in this country was initiated almost a year ago by repre-
sentatives of the U.S. Army and the local military and province administrators.
It was endorsed by both countries as a promising method of increasing the com-.
bat effectiveness of the indigenous forces.

With respect to the battalion to which you have been assigned (and to many
others as well) these objectives have nut been attained. The predecessor in
your role, Captain Jones, was an officer with long experience and a fine record
in stateside assignments. Nevertheless few suggestions were implemented and
little progress made.

In a long official debriefing, Captain J ,nes noted that practically without
exception the foreigners assigned as count.-. parts to American advisors in this
country, and especially his personal counterpart (Major Khan) were there not
to facilitate but to neutralize the advisor's efforts to ir 'titute changes. Excerpts
from his long statement are quoted below:

There is little question in my mind that we ha -e provided ample
technical support. Even if a piece of expensive eqtipment were lost
through poor nmdintenance, it was still usually replaced . . . although
the local authorities have never given a clear-cut indicat'on that they
don't desire general improvement /they persistently repeat in every
discussion that they are deterr," ed to win the war effort,, a more real-
istic appraisal of their motive-, oased on eight months on the job, is
that they are passively but effectively obstructing progress by the use
of delaying tactics. Their :ntention apparently is to insure the con-
tinuation of material suppcrt, thereby enhancing ther prestige rela-
tive to competing political factions, but following through on no change
which might upset against their favorthe existing political equilibrium.
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FIRST MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

This is your first real meeting with Major Khan, although you were for-
rm•ally introduced to him several days ago. You have seen him intermitiently
since then but exchanged brief social pleasantries only.

In your telephone conversation with him. Major Khan wvas very pleasant
and immediately attentive to your request for a formal meeting.

-You are concerned with the mission of being an advisor: how to work with
your counterpart and how to go about the task of giving advice. During the past -

few days you have taken the time to walk around the area to familiarize you'self
with the surroundings. In doing this, you have had the opportunity to observe
and to chat with various personnel in the area.

Now you walk toward Major Khan's office and knock on the door.

SECOND MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

It is now about one week since your first long meeting with Major Khan and
you have formed some general idea of the needs of the villages located in the
area where the Battalic-n is stationed. The Battalion could easily assist these
communities in various projects. However, you are concerned with the problem
of developing broad support from the people for any such projects. Active
involvement by them, you feel, would generate considerable enthusiasm, commit
them to a course of action, and possibly yield some good ideas on how and where
to initiate the work.

One means of generating grass-roots support would be for Major Khan to
hold open forums in the villages so that the people could express the needs of
their communities as they saw them. To make such meetings possible, however,
it would be necessary for Major Khan to issue certain direr-tives. Tlhe most
crucial of these directives would be an order temporarily suspending the ban on
large congregations. Ttds ban %%as applied several months ego because of the
fear that insurgent elements would take advantage of the politically unstable
conditions to further their own ends.

You have made an appointment to see Major Khan about such matters, fol-
lowing up on two memos explaining your ideas on the importance of developing
grass-roots support. As the time for the meeting approaches, you briefly review
how you plan to offer your suggestions

Now you walk toward Major Khan's office and knock on the door.

THIRD MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

The first few projects have been completed in good time and the local vil-
lagers involved in the work show obvious signs of pleasure and satisfaction.
However, the positive effect of the projects is limited to a small radius of people.
Outside this sphere, there is widespread lethargy and lingering suspicion of the
motives of the military.

Since the alc.lcaticn of UP -. resources does not allow similar large erpendi-
tures in other villages, you have detw-m.ned that publicity of the existing proj-
ects is indicated. Such publicity should do much to neutralize suspicions and
swing public opinion behind the community development programs. Various
types oe publicity are possible to show the amount of progress being made on
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the projects, (e.g., leaflets, pamphlets, or before-and-after photographs).
Resources to distribute such literature to the outlying villages are readily avail-
able. Such publicity could, in effect, establish this community as a model oV
developm-ent to which other communities could aspire and which sorne at least
might hopefully begin to emulate.

To arrange for such publicity and to use the community as a model, you
will need to enlist your counterpart's cooperation in approaching the village
heads and province administrators. Naturally. as your counterpart's advisor,
you would not want to approach these lo-cal leaders directly, preferring rather
"to convince your counterpart of the need for action and having him follow through
on his own initiative.

Having formally made an appointment with Major Khan, you now knock on
his door.

FOURTH MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

In the normal course of your advisory duties, you have become aware that
a movie projector which your predecessor had obtained with U.S. funds and
which you had planned to use to show several good military films, is now miss-
ing. It is obviously desirable, although not critical, that this projector remain
available to you and succeeding American advisors. T1he projector, of course.
has now become the legitimate property of the local milit.- y, but American
advisors do retain resp.onsibility for the proper use of such equipment.

After spveral days of searching, you had not been able to get information
from anyone of the whereabouts of the projector. Yesterday, by chance, while
passing by the office of your counterpart's commanding officer, a high ranking
local officer, you discovered that the officer had the projector in his possession.
With a little legwork you have established that your counte.-part (Major Khan)
has given the projector to this senior officer

•aving formally made an appointment with Major Khan, you now knock on
his door.

FIFTH MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

You have become dissatisfied with the quality of leadership exhibited by
members of the indigenous military. On the current civic action operations,
you have observed obvious deficiencies in the ability of officers to anticipate
the effects of their orders and to follow up properly on them. In addition, the
officers seem aloof from their own men. The overall result is, in your opinion,
that leadership is erratic and progress unpredictable.

As an advisor with no command responsibilities, you have felt that a good
indirect way of attacking the prob~lem is to convince your counterpart that
leadership training is a highly desirable activity.

Recently, in the presence of your counterpart, you observed a training
film wnich described the principles of leadership and illustrated, by example,
how their application could measurably improve leadership. The film, which
was a standard training vehicle provided by the Department of the Army, began
by show,ving chaotic on-the-job scenes where there was much disorganization
and confusion. Then there was a quick shift to a classroom where future
leaders were being instructed in the principles of leadership, each principle
being followed by an illustration of how its application could improve leadership.
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The film then returned to the same on- the-job scenes but now the work was seen
to be progressing in an orderly and systematic fashion.

You have decided that the film would be very instructive for the indigenous
military and, accordingly, you would like to suggest to your counterpart that the
film be made a formal requirement for his officers. Of course, you realize that
not all of the material on leadership can be immediately absorbed and imple-
mented, but you see the film as representing a positive step forward.

-You have made an appointment with Major Khan at which, tinre you intend
to recommend the introduction of the film into the training schedule. Now you
walk toward Major Khan's office and knock on the door.

SIXTH MEETING WITH COUNTERPART

In the course of your activities you have been aware of the serious sanita-
tion problems in the village areas. Marshes and ditches containing stagnant
water serve as breeding grounds for insects. Much of the water supply is unsafe.
You have seen swarms of flies on open food, men urinating on the sides of walls
and human excrement along footpaths.

The people themselves need medical attention. Often. although not to. sick
to work, they may be seen wa'-:-ig about with various chronic diseases which
continually sap their strength.

It is clear that preventive sanitary and medical measures are needed. A
large scale, if simple, sewage and drainage program is appropriate and cer-
tainly, a general vaccination and inoculation campaign.

You have given some thought to developing a health and welfare team com-
posed of suitable villagers and directed by your counterpart. You have not
mentioned this idea to Major Khan before but you know that he respects your
thoughts. Having let him know that you would visit him today, you now walk
toward his office.
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Appendix B

PART OF TEST D'

INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of this study is to measure the meaning that people holding
certain positions have for you. You will be presented with a set of stimulus
persons and asked to judge them against a series of scales. In answering this
questionnaire, please make your judgments on the basis of what the various
persons mean to you. On each page of the booklet you will find a stimulus per-
son and bcneath him a set of scales. You are to rate the person on each of
these scales in order.

Re-e is how you use the scales:

If you feel that the stimulus person at the top of the page is very closely
related to one end of the scale, you should circle the number closest to that
end, as follows:

A person who holds that ....

Most of the time, the truth is better left unsaid

.1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : :
would talk to him would not talk to him

If you think that the stimulus person is only sli•ghtly related to the scale, you
might mark it as follows:

A person who holds that .

What is true for oneself in his deepest heart is true for all men

1 : 2 : 3 : : : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9:
.Id talk to him would not talk to him

If you think that the stimulus person is completely unrelated to the scale you
would use the middle of the scale.

Note: Be sure to check every scale for every person.

Never put more than one circle on a single scale.

Make each item a separate and independent judgment. Work at a
fairly high speed. It is your first impressions that we want. On
the other hand, please do not be careless because we want your
true impressions.

"nTis test, except fo, the stimtdus statement, "s f"om Triandis and Hail (29).
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A person who holds that..

To judge an issue by popular vote is to sacrifice the
opportunity to determine right from wrong

would :1 : 2 : 3 :4:5 6 : 7 :8 : 9: would not
Invite this person to nry club

would not :- 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Admire the character of this person

wvouldnot : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Exclude this person from my neighborhood

woula : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Teach this person

would not : I : 2 : : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Accept thi , person as a close kin by marriage

would not : 1 : 2 : : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
"Treat this person as equal

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Lose game when this person is my competitor

would not I : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Accept this person as an intimate friend

'.wouldnot : I : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Win game in which this person is my competitor

would: 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Be partners with this person in an athletic game

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Be on a first name basis with this person

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Admire ideas of this person

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 :8 :9 : would not
Treat this person as a subordinate

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Eat with this person

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Elect this person to political office

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Be commanded by this person

would :1 : 2 : 3 : 4 :5 : 6 : 7 :8 :9 : would not
Prohibit this person from voting
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A person who holds that .

A requirement of present day life is to convert insolvable
issues 4- practical problems amenable to solution

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Invite this perscih to my club

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 :5:6 :? : 8 : 9 : would
Admire the character of this person

would not :1 :2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 :9 :would
Exclude this person from my ne.ghbcrhood

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Treach this person

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Accept this person as a close kin by marriage

would not : I : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Treat this person as equal

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : wouid not
Lose game when this person is my competitor

would not :_1 :2:3 :4 : 5 :6 :7: : 9 : would
Accept this person as an intimate friend

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Win game ir. wh-ich this person is mhy competitor

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would not
Be partners with this person in an athletic game

would not : I : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Be on a first name basis with this person

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Admire ideas of this person

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : e : wouldnot
Treat this person as a subordinate

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 :7 : 8 : 9 : wouldPot
Eat with this persoal

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Elect this person to poiitical office

would not : 1 : 2 : 3 : 4 : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : would
Be commanded by this person

would : 1 : 2 : 3 : I : 5 : 6 : 7 : 8 : 9 : wouldnot
Prohibit this per,.on from voting
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